


 

 

SANTA FE FLOOD CONTROL BASIN 
PERTINENT DATA 

 
Construction completion date January 1949 
River system San Gabriel River 
Drainage area mi2 236 
Sediment contributing drainage area mi2 20.54 
Reservoir: 
 Elevation 
  Debris pool ft, NGVD 456 
  Spillway crest ft, NGVD 496 
  Spillway design surcharge level ft, NGVD 508.4 
  Revised probable maximum flood surcharge level ft, NGVD 508.2 
  Top of dam ft, NGVD 513 
 Area (Survey of September 1982) 
  Spillway crest acres 1084 
  Revised probable maximum flood surcharge level acres 1258 
  Top of dam acres 1298 
 Capacity (Survey of September 1982)  
  Spillway crest ac-ft 32,109 
  Revised probable maximum flood surcharge level ac-ft 46,712 
  Top of dam ac-ft 53,088 
  50-year sediment allowance (revised) ac-ft 8000 
Dam: 
 Type  Earthfill 
 Top elevation ft, NGVD 513 
 Height above original streambed ft 92 
 Top length ft, approx. 23,800 
 Top width ft 30 
Spillway: 
 Type  Overflow concrete ogee 
 Crest elevation ft, NGVD 496 
 Crest length ft 1200 
 Design surcharge on spillway crest ft 12.4 
 Discharge at design surcharge ft3/s 200,100 
Outlets: 
 Gates-type  Vertical lift 
 Number and size  16 - 6'W X 9'H 
 Gate sill elevation ft, NGVD 421 
Conduits: 
 Number and size  16 - 7.33'W X 7.33'H 
 Length ft 515 
 Maximum capacity at spillway crest ft3/s 41,000 
 Regulated discharge at spillway crest ft3/s 41,000 
Reservoir design flood (original - 1940): 
 Total volume (5-day) ac-ft 129,300 
 Inflow peak ft3/s 81,600 
Spillway design flood: 
 Volume (24-hour) ac-ft 184,000 
 Inflow peak ft3/s 238,000 
Revised reservoir design flood (post-1961) 
 Total volume (3.5-day) ac-ft 171,400 
 Inflow peak ft3/s 96,000 
Revised spillway design flood: 
 Total volume (4.5-day) ac-ft 556,000 
 Inflow peak ft3/s 222,000 
Historic maximum: 
 Maximum inflow (mean hourly) ft3/s 26,400 
  Date  2-25-69 
 Maximum release ft3/s 26,800 
  Date  1-26-69 
Maximum water surface elevation ft, NGVD 473.97 
 Date  12-19-66 
Maximum storage ac-ft 14,400 
 Date  12-19-66 
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NOTICE TO USERS OF THIS MANUAL 

 

  Regulations specify that this Water Control Manual be published in loose leaf 

form, and only those sections, or parts thereof, requiring changes will be 

revised and printed.  Therefore, this copy should be preserved in good condition 

so that inserts can be made to keep the manual current. 

 

 

EMERGENCY REGULATION ASSISTANCE PROCEDURES 

 

  In the event unusual conditions arise, the Reservoir Regulation Section, Los 

Angeles District Office can be contacted by telephone at 213-452-3527.  See table 

9-1 for other important telephone numbers for reservoir regulation assistance. 

 

 

 

ORGANIZATION OF MANUAL 

 

  This manual is divided into chapters, indicated by Roman numerals.  Within 

each chapter are numbered paragraphs, which are major topics discussed in the 

chapter.  Tables and figures cited in the text of each chapter are presented at 

the end of that chapter.  Plates cited are located in the back of the manual.  

Exhibits are included in the back as appendices. 
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I - INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1-01 Authorization 

 

 This Santa Fe Dam Water Control Manual was prepared in compliance with 

the following directives:  Engineering Regulation (ER) 1110-2-240, 

"Engineering & Design, Water Control Management", dated 08 October 1982; 

Engineering manual (EM) 1110-2-3600, "Engineering and Design, Management of 

Water Control Systems," dated 30 November 1987; and engineering Technical 

Letter (ETL) 1110-2-251, "Engineering and Design, Guide for Preparing Water 

Control Manuals", dated 14 March 1980. 

 

1-02 Purpose and Scope 

 

 This water control manual provides a detailed plan for regulation of 

Santa Fe Dam and Reservoir on the San Gabriel River for the purpose of flood 

control.  Santa Fe Dam is located approximately 4 miles downstream of the 

mouth of San Gabriel Canyon, about 16 miles east-northeast of the Los Angeles 

Civic Center, and 3 miles west-southwest of the town of Azusa (see pl. 1-1).  

Major topics in this manual include:  authorization, history, and description 

of the project; watershed characteristics; hydrometeorology; data collection 

and communication networks; hydrologic forecasting; the water control plan; 

and responsibilities and coordination for water control management. 

 

1-03 Related Manuals and Reports 

 

 Manuals and reports with data and information relevant to the 

information in this manual are listed in table 1-1. 
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1-04 Project Owner 

 

 Santa Fe Dam and Reservoir was constructed and is owned and operated by 

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE), Los Angeles District (LAD). 

 

1-05 Operating Agencies 

 

 a.  LAD is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the dam, 

reservoir, and outlet works.  The outlets are operated manually, as needed. 

 

 b.  The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (LACDPW) is 

responsible for the operation and maintenance of an adjacent diversion works 

for their water spreading facilities. 

 

1-06 Regulating Agencies 

 

 a.  LAD is responsible for developing the flood control regulation plan 

for Santa Fe Dam and Reservoir, and is responsible for operation of the dam. 

 

 b.  LACDPW is responsible for the regulation of the diversion works for 

the spreading grounds, which are used for groundwater replenishment. 
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Table 1-1.  Related Manuals and Reports. 

 

1. U.S. Engineer office, Los Angeles, California, "Definite Project  

 for Construction of Reservoir and Principle Flood Channels, Los 

 Angeles County Drainage area, California, Authorized by the Flood 

 Control Act of 1936," Approved April 1937, revised 1939. 

 

2. U.S. Engineer Office, Los Angeles, California, "Los Angeles and San 

 Gabriel Rivers and their Tributaries, and Ballona Creek, 

 California", 5 February 1940. 

 

3. U.S. Engineer Office, Los Angels, California, "San Gabriel River 

 Improvement, Santa Fe Dam, Hydrology, Los Angeles County Drainage 

 Area, California", December 1940. 

 

4. U.S. Engineer Office, Los Angles, California, "San Gabriel River 

 Improvement, Santa Fe Dam, Analysis of Design, Los Angeles County 

 Drainage Area, California, Volume 1", April 1941. 

 

5. U.S. Engineer Office, Los Angeles, California, "San Gabriel River 

 Improvement, Santa Fe Dam, Analysis of Design, Los Angeles County 

 Drainage Area, California, Volume 2", April 1941. 

 

6. U.S. Engineer Office, Los Angeles, California, "San Gabriel River 

 Improvement, Santa Fe Dam, Analysis of Design, Los Angeles County 

 Drainage Area, California, Addendum A", August 1942. 

 

7. U.S. Engineer Office, Los Angeles, California, "San Gabriel River 

 Improvement, Santa Fe Dam and Approach Channel, Analysis of Design, 

 Los Angeles County Drainage Rea, California Addendum B", May 1944. 
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Table 1-1.  Related Manuals and Reports (Continued). 

 

8. U.S. Engineer Office, Los Angeles, California, "San Gabriel River 

 above Santa Fe Flood Control Basin, Revised Hydrology, Los Angeles 

 County Drainage Area, California", May 20, 1944. 

 

9. U.S. Engineer Office, Los Angeles, California, "Post War Project 

 Statement, San Gabriel River Improvement, Santa Fe Dam; Part 1, 

 Schedule 1, Completion of Embankment and Spillway; Schedule 2, 

 Construction of Approach Channel; Part 2, Completion of Outlet 

 Works; Santa Fe Dam, California", January 1946. 

 

10. U.S. Engineer Office, Los Angeles, California, "San Gabriel River 

 Improvement, Santa Fe Dam, Specifications for Construction of 

 Channel and Levees, Mouth of Canyon to Santa Fe Dam", February 1947. 

 

11. U.S. Engineer Office, Los Angeles, California, "Analysis of Design 

 of 6' x 9' Slide Gates for Santa Fe Dam", June 1947. 

 

12. U.S. Army Engineer District, Los Angeles, Corps of Engineers, 

 "Operation and Maintenance Manual for Santa Fe Dam, San Gabriel 

 River Improvement, Los Angeles County Drainage Area", July 1963. 

 

13. U.S. Army Engineer District, Los Angeles, Corps of Engineers, 

 "Reservoir Regulation Manual for Santa Fe Flood Control Basin, Los 

 Angeles County Drainage Area, California (San Gabriel River)", 

 October 1967. 

 

14. U.S. Army Engineer District, Los Angeles, Corps of Engineers", 

 Operation and Maintenance Manual, Los Angeles County Drainage Area 

 Project, California", December 1975. 
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Table 1-1.  Related manuals and Reports (Continued): 

 

15. Cookman & Associates, "City of Irwindale Quarry Rehabilitation Plan, 

 Phase I Basis for Planning", October 1975. 

 

16. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District, "Interim Report 

 on Hydrology and Hydraulic Review of Design Features of Existing 

 Dams for LACDA Dams", June, 1978. 

 

17. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District, "Los Angeles 

 County Drainage Area, California (LACDA) Review, Los Angeles County, 

 California - Part 1 Hydrology Report, Base Conditions", February 

 1988, revised March 1989. 
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II - DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 

 

2-01 Location 

 

 The Santa Fe Dam is located near the northern edge of the San Gabriel 

Valley on the San Gabriel River about four miles below the mouth of San 

Gabriel Canyon, about 16 miles east-northeast of the Los Angeles Civic Center, 

and about 3 miles west-southwest of the town of Azusa (see pl. 1-1).  The 

drainage area is almost entirely in the San Gabriel Mountains.  A small 

portion of the total drainage area lies on the alluvial fan between the San 

Gabriel Canyon mouth and the dam.  Drainage area boundaries are shown on plate 

2-1. 

 

2-02 Purpose 

 

 The primary purpose of Santa Fe Dam is to provide flood protection for 

the densely populated area lying downstream of the dam.  Santa Fe Dam, in 

conjunction with Whittier Narrows Dam, provides vital flood protection for the 

San Gabriel Valley and lower portions of the entire Los Angeles County 

Drainage Area (LACDA).  Regulation of storage in these two flood control 

reservoirs complements the conveyance capacity of the San Gabriel, Rio Hondo, 

and Los Angeles River Channels.  The storage allocation for Santa Fe Dam is 

shown on plate 2-2. 

 

 Currently, no facilities for the generation of hydroelectric power at 

Santa Fe Dam exist, nor are any contemplated.  Furthermore, no navigation of 

any sort is possible or allowed in Santa Fe Reservoir or in the San Gabriel 

River or Rio Hondo, either upstream or downstream of Santa Fe Dam. 
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2-03 Physical Components 

 

 a.  Embankment.  The embankment is a zoned earthfill structure with a 

crest length of 23,800 feet at the top of the dam (elevation 513 feet National 

Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD)) and a crest width of 30 feet.  The height 

above the original San Gabriel Rive streambed is 92 feet.  The upstream face 

of the dam has a slope of 1 on 3.1, and the downstream slope varies from 1 on 

3 at the top to 1 on 5.5 at the toe.  Both faces are covered with cobbles 6 

inches or larger in diameter.  The embankment general plan and real estate 

limits (taking line) are shown on plate 2-3.  Typical embankment sections are 

shown on plate 2-4.  Photographs of the embankment are shown in figure 2-1. 

 

 b.  Spillway.  The spillway structure, with a crest elevation of 496 

feet NGVD, is located in the right or northwestern abutment of the dam.  

Immediately downstream of the overflow section, is a concrete lined stilling 

basin with a minimum elevation of 460 feet NGVD.  Riprap for the first 100 

feet of spillway channel beyond the downstream end of the stilling basin 

prevents scour below the end sill.  The spillway channel is 1200-foot wide and 

extends approximately 5000 feet from the end of the stilling basin.  The 

spillway channel invert slope is 0.011039.  Spillway outflow was originally 

designed to be directed downstream toward the point of "El Monte Island", 

lying between the Rio Hondo and San Gabriel Rivers.  The purpose of this 

alignment was to split flow between the two river channels; however, it was 

recognized that it is impossible to predict the actual path of spillway flow. 

A series of gravel pits downstream of the spillway has been created or 

enlarged considerably during the time since spillway construction (pl. 2-5).  

These pits will intercept a significant volume of spillway flow.  However, it 

is not certain the direction that large flows would take.  The most likely 

scenario would involve spillway flow initially filling the Santa Fe Diversion 

and Buena Vista Channels to capacity, followed by spillway flow overwhelming 
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the Santa Fe Diversion and crossing the channel perpendicularly to enter the 

Blue Diamond-Santa Fe gravel pit immediately downstream of the spillway 

(approx. storage volume = 6900 ac-ft).  Storage volumes in the gravel pits 

were determined tin a study performed for the city of Irwindale (Report No. 15 

of Table 1-1).  Once this pit was filled to capacity, flow would most likely 

overtop both Buena Rio Drive and Arrow Highway at their intersection and enter 

the Blue Diamond-#2 pit (approx. storage volume = 12,600 ac-ft) and Blue 

Diamond -#1 pit (approx. storage volume = 8600 ac-ft), respectively.  There is 

no certainty that both pits would fill equally, or that breakout to or from 

one pit would occur sooner than at another.  Most likely, once flow has filled 

Blue Diamond pits #1 and #2, flow would head west from pit #2 into the Owl 

Rock pit (approx. storage volume = 2700 ac-ft) and enter Sawpit Wash and then 

Rio Hondo.  Flow from pit #1 would most likely cross Live Oak Avenue near its 

intersection with Arrow Highway and enter the Pacific Rock Quarry (approx. 

storage volume = 9500 ac-ft), the Blue Diamond-Sierra pit (approx. storage 

volume = 8600 ac-ft), and finally the Livingston Graham-El Monte pit (approx. 

storage volume = 40,800 ac-ft) before entering the San Gabriel River west of 

the San Gabriel Freeway.  The path of spillway flow, therefore, is highly 

dependent on flow rate, storage volume and filling time of each pit, and local 

variations in flow paths and topography.  However, it is certain that the 

gravel pits will absorb a considerable portion of the total volume of spillway 

flow during all but the smallest (in which flow would remain predominantly 

confined to the Santa Fe Diversion and Buena Vista Channel) or largest spill 

events. 

 

 The plan, profile, and details of the spillway, and other information 

related to the spillway ware shown on plate 2-6.  Figure 2-2 shows photographs 

of the spillway. 

 

 c.  Reservoir Outlet.  The outlet structures are located in line with the 

San Gabriel River channel within the northwest-southeast trending face of the 
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embankment near the center of the dam (see pl. 2-3).  The outlet structures 

include an approach channel with grouted stone paving at the entrance to the 

intake structure; an intake structure containing four groups of four gates 

each, with separate trash racks on each group; sixteen slide-gated, bell-

mouthed outlets 6 feet wide and 9 feet high; a 30 foot long transition 

section; sixteen 7.33 feet square conduits; a service house and float recorder 

house; and a large stilling basin below the conduit exits.  The sixteen outlet 

gates are hydraulically operated, and open or close about one foot per minute.  

Gates 3, 7, 10, and 14 may be locked in any position, while other gates can be 

locked only in open or close position.  The combined maximum capacity of the 

sixteen outlets is 41,000 ft3/s with a reservoir water surface elevation of 

496 feet (spillway crest).  Plate 2-7 shows the outlet works general plan and 

longitudinal section.  Figure 2-3 is a photograph of the Santa Fe Dam outlet 

works. 

 

2-04 Related Control Facilities 

 

 Cogswell and San Gabriel Dams, which are upstream of Santa Fe Dam, are 

operated by LACDP as flood control and water conservation reservoirs.  Morris 

Dam, which is also upstream of Santa Fe Dam, is owned by the Metropolitan 

Water District (MWD) for water conservation, and operated by LACDPW.  Whittier 

Narrows Dam, which is downstream of Santa Fe Dam, is owned and operated by LAD 

as a flood control facility.  Some Santa Fe Dam outflow is diverted via the 

Santa Fe Diversion into the Buena Vista Channel and percolated at the 

downstream spreading grounds (Buena Vista or Peck Road Spreading Basins), 

which are owned and operated by LACDPW. 

 

2-05 Real Estate Acquisition 

 

 Santa Fe Dam and Reservoir project lands comprise 1840 acres as shown on 

plate 2-3. 
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2-06 Public Facilities 

 

 Santa Fe Reservoir has minimal uses other than flood control operations 

until 1976, when the first stages of recreation development began.  By 1987, 

five stages of development had taken place, encompassing 250 acres.  These 

facilities are managed by the County of Los Angeles through a fifty year lease 

agreement with the Corps of Engineers.  At present, the total area under lease 

is 836 acres.  The lease area also includes 350 acres of wildlife management 

area with 50 acres of native vegetation set aside as a natural area which has 

restricted access.  Currently, 136 acres of the leased area is underdeveloped. 

 

 The existing recreation facilities at the Santa Fe Dam include extensive 

park landscaping and a fishing pier, group tent camping areas, a wildlife 

interpretive center, general parking area and park maintenance facilities as 

well as an equestrian/bicycle staging area with access to the Larrio/San 

Gabriel River Trail System.  The Los Angeles County Department of Parks and 

Recreation operates and maintains the federally constructed recreational 

facilities.  Plate 2-8 shows the recreation facilities within the reservoir.  

Table 2-1 lists facilities with the reservoir and their corresponding 

elevations. 
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TABLE 2-1.  PUBLIC FACILITIES AND THEIR ELEVATIONS. 

SANTA FE DAM AND RESERVOIR 

 

Elevation Facility in Basin 

(Feet, NGVD) 

421.0 Invert Outlet Works 

455.0 Access Road 

456.5-458.0 Circuit Box near Picnic B 

456.6 Picnic Area B 

460.0 Picnic Area C 

467.0 Recreation Lake Water Surface 

475-520 Spreading Grounds 

475 Equestrian Area 

485 Water Conservation Ponds and Dikes 

488 Picnic Area A 

496 Spillway Crest 

516.7 Group Camping Area 
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III - HISTORY OF PROJECT 

 

3-01 Authorization 

 

 Santa Fe Dam was authorized by the Flood Control Act of 1936, approved 22 

June 1936 (Public Law 738, 74th Congress), as amended by the Flood Control Act 

of 1938, approved 26 June 1938 (Public Law 761, 75th Congress).  Santa Fe Dam 

was incorporated into a comprehensive development plan described in the LAD 

District Engineer's report entitled, "Survey of Los Angeles and San Gabriel 

Rivers and Their Tributaries, and Ballona Creek, California", dated 5 February 

1940.  This comprehensive plan was implemented by the Flood Control Act of 

1941, approved 10 August 1941. 

 

3-02 Planning and Design 

 

 In 1935 and 1936, LAD and the Los Angeles County Flood Control District 

(LACFCD) became partners in a large Works Progress Administration contract to 

design a comprehensive flood control plan for Los Angeles County.  During the 

next three years, a comprehensive flood control system was designed for the 

Santa Ana, Los Angeles, and San Gabriel Rivers.  Santa Fe Dam is one part in 

the plan for the construction of reservoirs and principle flood channels on  

the San Gabriel River, as described in the report entitled, "Definite Project 

for Construction of Reservoirs and Principle Flood Channels, Los Angeles  

County Drainage Area, California, authorized by the Flood Control Act of  

1936", approved 30 April 1937, and later revised in 1939 to include the 

influence and data of the March 1938 flood.  Other design reports include:  

"San Gabriel River Improvement, Santa Fe Dam, Analysis of Design", Volumes I 

and II dated April 1941, Addendum A dated August 1942, and Addendum B dated May 

1944; and "Analysis of Design of 6'x9' Slide Gates for Santa Fe Dam" dated  

June 1947. 
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3-03 Construction 

 

 Construction for Santa Fe Dam began in August 1941 and was suspended in 

1943 by the order of the Chief of Engineers at the recommendation of the War 

Production Board until 1946.  The project was accomplished under 4 principle 

contracts, which are listed below.  Installation of the slide gates was  

delayed by metal shortages until January 1949.  The total Federal cost 

construction was $12,636,949.00.  Construction drawings (File Nos. 438) and 

copies of the project contracts are on file in the LAD office, in the Design 

Branch. 

 

   1.  Dam and appurtenant work 
 contractor:  Morrison-Knudsen Company 
 contract number:  W-509-Eng. 1574 
 work started:  8 August 1941 
 work completed:  23 September 1943 
 
 2.  Completion of embankment and spillway 
  contractor:  Guerin Brothers 
  contract number:  W-04-353-Eng. 1849 
  work started:  24 June 1946 
  work completed:  14 February 1947 
 
 3.  Channels and levees 
  contractor:  Macco Corporation 
  contract number:  W-04-353-Eng. 1981 
  work started:  1 May 1947 
  work completed:  24 December 1947 
 
 4.  Slide gates and appurtenances 
  contractor:  Guy F. Atkinson Company 
  contract number:  W-04-353-Eng. 2115 
  work started:  23 September 1947 
  work completed:  26 January 1949 
 

3-04 Related Projects 

 

 Plate 3-1 shows related projects for the entire San Gabriel River system. 

 

 a.  Cogswell Dam.  Cogswell Dam is located on the San Gabriel River 

approximately 18 miles upstream of Santa Fe Dam.  The rockfill structure, 

completed in April 1934, is operated and maintained by LACDPW for flood 
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control and water conservation.  Cogswell Dam has a storage capacity of 

spillway crest of 8968 ac-ft (as of the last survey in December 1984).  

Information pertaining to Cogswell Dam and Reservoir is given in Exhibit B. 

 

 b.  San Gabriel Dam.  San Gabriel Dam is located on the San Gabriel River 

approximately 9 miles upstream of Santa Fe Dam.  The rockfill structure 

completed in July 1939, is operated and maintained by LACDPW for flood control 

and water conservation.  San Gabriel Dam has a storage capacity at spillway 

crest of 44,183 ac-ft (as of the least survey in September 1986).  Information 

pertaining to San Gabriel Dam and Reservoir is given in Exhibit B. 

 

 c.  Morris Dam.  Morris Dam is located on the San Gabriel River 

approximately 6 miles upstream of Santa Fe Dam.  The concrete gravity 

structure, completed in 1935, is operated by LACDPW for water conservation.  

Morris Dam has a storage capacity at spillway crest of 22,551 ac-ft (as of the 

last survey in November 1983).  Information pertaining to Morris Dam is given 

in Exhibit B. 

 

 d.  Whittier Narrows Dam.  Whittier Narrows Dam is constructed across the 

Rio Hondo and San Gabriel Rivers approximately 8 miles downstream of Santa Fe 

Dam.  The earthfill structure, completed in 1957, is owned and operated by LAD 

for flood control.  Information pertaining to Whittier Narrows Dam is given in 

Exhibit B. 

 

 e.  LACDPW Spreading Grounds.  Santa Fe Reservoir Spreading Grounds, 

Buena Vista Spreading Basin, and Peck Road Spreading Basin are owned and 

operated by LACDPW for groundwater recharge.  Initially constructed in 1953, 

modifications to the spreading grounds will be completed in 1991.  Santa Fe 

Reservoir Spreading Grounds are located within Santa Fe Reservoir and spillway 

channel (detail on pl. 3-1).  As of 1989, there are a total of 8 basins within 

the reservoir (each containing several smaller sub-basins) and 12 basins within 
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the spillway channel.  Buena Vista Spreading Basin is located along Buena 

Vista Channel downstream of the Santa Fe Dam outlet works (pl. 3-1).  Peck 

Road Spreading Basin is located within the Rio Hondo Channel downstream of 

Buena Vista Channel (Pl. 3-1).  Commonly, the spreading grounds use water 

either purchased from MWD, or released from upstream LACDPW reservoirs.  The 

water may be percolated along the San Gabriel riverbed between Morris Dam and 

Santa Fe Dam, or diverted into the Santa Fe Reservoir Spreading Grounds.   

Water not percolated in these sections flows into Santa Fe Reservoir, and may 

then be diverted at the Santa Fe Dam outlet works into the Santa Fe Diversion 

and into Buena Vista Channel, then either percolated at Buena Vista Spreading 

Basin or further downstream at Peck Road Spreading Basin.  Excess flow would 

then continue downstream to Whittier Narrows Dam.  Pertinent information 

(September 1989) on the spreading grounds are listed below: 

 

Pertinent Information on related LACDPW Spreading Grounds and Basins 

(September 1989) 

      Buena Vista  Peck Road      Santa Fe 

Max. basin intake capacity (ft3/s)  2900  30,100*  600 

Storage volume (ac-ft)    194  3347   700 

Percolation rate (ft3/s) 4 25 400 

Area (ac) 10 157 338 

 *Spreading Basin has no intake control and receives entire flow of river.  

Value given indicates total channel capacity at this site. 

 

 f.  San Gabriel River Channel.  The San Gabriel River Channel has been 

improved from Santa Fe Dam upstream to the San Gabriel Canyon mouth, and 

downstream to Whittier Narrows Dam.  Upstream channel improvements consist of 

a series of 7 invert stabilizers and 10 drop structures which extend from the 

confined within trapezoidal earthen levees protected by grouted rock 

revetments which begin at the canyon mouth and end within the reservoir. 
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Improvement of the channel upstream of Santa Fe Dam was completed in 1949, 

and resulted in an increased channel capacity of 98,000 ft3/s.  Downstream 

channel improvements consist of a series of drop structures and invert 

stabilizers within trapezoidal earthen levees protected by grouted rock 

revetments.  Channel configurations and capacities for the San Gabriel River 

Channel between Santa Fe and Whittier Narrows Dam are shown on plate 3-2.  

The original channel capacity of 19,000 ft3/s just below the dam increased to 

41,000 ft3/s following completion of downstream channel improvements in 

January 1961. 

3-05 Modifications to Regulations 

 

 The original design gate regulation schedule presented in Report No. 4 

of Table 1-1 had all gates closed until the debris pool was at a depth of 21 

feet, corresponding to a WSE of 442 feet.  The gates were then gradually 

opened to maintain WSE 442, keeping inflow equal to outflow up to 19,000 

ft3/s.  A change in the regulation schedule came with the completion of the 

San Gabriel River Channel improvement in 1961.  The debris pool was set at 

WSE 456 feet.  The gates were then opened gradually, reaching fully open at 

WSE 462.  Between the elevations of 462 and 496 feet, the gates were fully 

open, following the gate rating curve until discharge equaled the new 

downstream channel capacity of 41,000 ft3/s at spillway crest (elevation 496 

feet).  If downstream high confidence runoff predictions were available, 

deviation from the fixed gate operation was permissible.  Should 

communication with the District Office fail, the dam operator would operate 

according to the fixed schedule. 

 

 The authorized reservoir regulation schedule initially required all 16 

gates closed during standby conditions.  The schedule was revised in 1982 to 

have one gate (No. 14) open 0.5 feet during standby conditions.  Allowing low 

flows to pass through helps reduce insect propagation and improve maintenance 

associated with sedimentation and gate corrosion.  Standing instructions to
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the dam operator were also revised.  A one hour wait time during rising 

stages after loss of communication with the LAD office was required before 

regulation resumes according to the schedule.  During falling stages, current 

downstream gage height is to be maintained until communication with the 

district office was reestablished. 

 

 The current schedule, in Exhibit A of this manual, is a revision of the 

1982 schedule.  The plan calls for building a debris pool to WSE 456, then 

operating in coordination with Whittier Narrows Dam.  Also, the current 

schedule modifies the operation of Santa Fe Dam when loss of communication 

occurs between the LAD office and the dam tender (after six full hours). 

 

3-06 Principal Regulation Problems 

 

 Santa Fe Dam has never spilled, and except for the trash rack problem in 

1943 described below, there has never been any structural deficiencies or major 

hydraulic malfunctions. 

 

 During the flood of 1943, the trash racks were completely clogged with 

organic debris.  Although the regulation schedule called for building a debris 

pool to WSE 442, the pool could not be built because the outlet gates had not 

yet been installed.  At the time, clogging of the trash racks was believed to 

represent a serious hazard to safe operation of the dam in the event of "back-

to-back" floods.  Close examination of the trash racks indicated that, should 

another flood occur before the racks could be cleaned, there would be a strong 

possibility that the racks would act like a dam, preventing flow from going 

through the outlet works and causing premature spillway discharge.  Cleaning 

the racks proved to be a very difficult operation.  Therefore, the bottom 15 

feet of rack at Santa Fe Dam was removed permanently.  After the gates were 

installed in 1947, the gate schedule requiring a debris pool be formed could be 

implemented.  When a flood has passed, the debris pool would be drained 
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slowly, allowing the debris to settle to the bottom rather than being drawn 

into the gates.  No significant trash rack problems have been experienced since 

1943. 

 

 Based on the results of the August 1969 reservoir sedimentation survey, 

sediment inflow to Santa Fe Reservoir for the period of April 1943 to August 

1969 was 4228 ac-ft.  This amount exceeded the original 1000 ac-ft allowance 

for a 50-year time span.  In 1968, 2194 ac-ft of sediment was excavated to 

increase reservoir capacity.  Although sediment and debris removal has restored 

some of this lost capacity, the 50-year sediment allowance was revised in June 

1978 to 8000 ac-ft (Report No. 16 of Table 1-1).   As of September 1982, when 

the most recent reservoir sedimentation survey was performed, Santa Fe Dam had 

32,109 ac-ft capacity below spillway crest, or about 7% less than the original 

gross capacity of 34,670 ac-ft (see Table 4-1).  Total sediment deposition to 

that date (1943-1982) amounted to 4761 ac-ft, including sediment excavated to 

restore capacity.  These figures indicate that sediment accumulated behind the 

dam at an average rate of 121 ac-ft per year during the 1943-1982 period 

(includes sediment removed in 1968).  The area-capacity curve for Santa Fe Dam 

reflecting the 1982 sediment survey is shown on plate 3-3. 
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IV - WATERSHED CHARACTERISTICS 

 

4-01 General Characteristics 

 

 Santa Fe Dam and Reservoir is located within the San Gabriel Valley 

on the San Gabriel River, a major river in the system which drains the Los 

Angeles coastal plain and mountains.   The drainage area above the dam is 

236 square miles (pl. 2-1).   The rugged San Gabriel Mountain Range forms 

the majority of the drainage divide of the watershed and reaches an 

elevation of 10,064 feet at Mount San Antonio (Mt. Baldy), the highest 

peak in the drainage area.  The drainage divide on the north is formed by 

the ridge between Little and Big Rock Creeks and the upper San Gabriel 

River system, on the west by the ridge between the Big Tujunga watershed 

and the West Fork of the San Gabriel River, and in the east by the ridge 

between Lytle and San Antonio Creeks and the East Fork of the San Gabriel 

River.   On the south, the drainage divide is formed by the ridge between 

the East and West Forks of the San Gabriel River system and a series of 

smaller watersheds which flow to the south, including Eaton, Santa Anita, 

Sawpit, Big Dalton, and San Dimas Washes (see pl. 2-1).  This southern 

divide is breached in the center by the San Gabriel River in a deep, 

precipitous canyon containing San Gabriel and Morris Dams.  Santa Fe Dam 

lies about 4 miles southwest of the canyon mouth.  Upstream and downstream 

of the dam, the San Gabriel River flows across a broad alluvial fan and 

urbanized valley area.  About 7 miles downstream from Santa Fe Dam, the 

San Gabriel River flows into Whittier Narrows Dam.  The Rio Hondo, a 

distributary of the San Gabriel River, branches from the river just below 

Santa Fe Dam and also flows southwestward to Whittier Narrows Dam.  Flow 

from Santa Fe Dam does not, however, normally enter the Rio Hondo, except 

during spillway flow conditions, or by diversion through the Santa Fe 

Diversion Channel into the Buena Vista Channel, and then into the LACDPW 

Buena Vista or Peck Road spreading basins (see pl. 3-1).  From Whittier 
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Narrows, the San Gabriel River flows south to the Pacific Ocean, and the 

Rio Hondo flows southwestward to join the Los Angles River.  The steep, 

high southern front of the San Gabriel Mountains is drained by several 

tributaries of the San Gabriel River and Rio Hondo.  All principal 

channels of the river system below the mountain front have been improved.  

The longest watercourse in the watershed above Santa Fe Dam is 

approximately 31 miles.  The average slope of the San Gabriel River in the 

mountains is 260 feet per mile; between the canyon mouth and the dam, the 

average slope is 66 feet per mile. 

 

4-02 Topography 

 

 Approximately 95% of the drainage area above Santa Fe Dam consists of 

steep, undeveloped, mountainous terrain, dissected by deep, narrow ravines 

containing the numerous watercourses tributary to the San Gabriel River 

system (pl. 2-1).   The remainder of the watershed consists of a relatively 

flat alluvial fan and valley fill surface, much of which is occupied by  

open space, spreading grounds, and gravel pits.   Elevations in the 

mountains vary from 10,064 feet at Mount San Antonio (the highest point in 

the watershed) to 421 feet at the dam site. 

 

4-03 Geology, Soils, and Vegetation 

 

 Santa Fe Dam is located on a large alluvial fan system formed by the 

erosion of the southern flank of the San Gabriel Mountains.   Bedrock in 

the mountains upstream of the dam is a complex mix of igneous and 

metamorhpic rock which are highly fractured, faulted, and tectonically 

active, resulting in an extremely high erosion potential.  Santa Fe Dam is 

situated on a large deposit of poorly-sorted alluvium consisting of sand, 

gravel, cobbles, and boulders.  Overbank areas tend to consist of the same 

material with somewhat larger amounts of silt and clay in the matrix. 
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Soils, especially finer ones deposited within the reservoir area, tend to 

be well-graded alluvial materials receptive to the growth of vegetative 

cover.  Soil cover in the mountains tends to be shallow, stony, and 

poorly-developed, with large exposures of bare rock evident.  Principal 

vegetal cover ranges from mixed sage and grasses near the dam, to dense 

chaparral on intermediate slopes, to coniferous forests at the highest 

elevations.  Large areas of the watershed may be periodically denuded by 

wildfire. 

 

4-04 Sediment 

 

 Sediment production within the Santa Fe Dam watershed varies 

considerable, depending primarily on the terrain.  In the alluvial fan and 

valley fill areas, sediment production is at a minimum, and may be 

expected to decline even further with a continued increase in soil and 

channel stabilization, and areas devoted to recreational and urban 

development.  In the steep mountainous segment of the watershed, sediment 

production can be very high, particularly following periods in which 

wildfire impacts the watershed.  Cogswell, San Gabriel, and Morris Dams 

initially intercept much of the sediment produced by the 211 square miles 

upstream of theses structures.  Average annual sediment yield for the San 

Gabriel Dam watershed (upstream of Santa Fe Dam) is about 3.8 ac-ft/mi2/yr.  

Bradbury, Maddock, and Spinks debris basins also intercept additional 

debris from the southern flank of the mountains upstream of Santa Fe Dam 

and downstream of Morris Dam, which would normally impact the urbanized 

areas immediately downstream and eventually make its way into Santa Fe 

Reservoir (see pl. 3-1). 

 

 A 5-foot contour interval plane table survey, based on aerial photos 

made in August 1938, is considered the "original" survey for sedimentation 

calculations.  A bottom survey made in April 1943 and the "original" 
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survey were used to reflect the change in capacity.  A plane table 

resurvey was made in November 1949 and 5 range lines established.  

Sediment ranges are shown in plate 4-1.  Reservoir surveys performed in 

November 1949, March 1959, June 1961, February 1967, September 1968 

(following excavation to restore lost capacity), August 1969, and 

September 1982 indicate a broad range of sediment production values, 

ranging from 1.518 ac-ft/mi2/yr during the period 1949-1959, to over 123 

ac-ft/2/yr during the period September 1968 to August 1969; the latter 

being due to the impact of the January and February 1969 floods.  

Pertinent parts of Eng. Form 1787 - Reservoir Sediment Data Survey - are 

deposition within Santa Fe Reservoir amounted to 7.4% of gross (1943) 

storage capacity as of September 1982.  This figure would have exceeded 

13% in the absence of sediment excavation and removal performed since 

reservoir operation began.  Sediment removal at Santa Fe Reservoir has 

continued since the last survey in September 1982; however, no accurate 

figures are available. 

 

4-05 Climate 

 

 The climate of the drainage area above Santa Fe dam is generally 

temperate and semi-arid in the lower elevations, with warm, dry summers 

and mild, moist winters.  At higher elevations, moderate summers and cold 

winters, with considerable snowfall, prevail.  Nearly all precipitation 

occurs during the months of December to March.  Rainless periods of 

several months during the summer are common.  Most precipitation in the 

drainage area results from general winter storms that are associated with 

extra-tropical cyclones of North Pacific origin. 

 

 a.  Temperature.  Average daily minimum and maximum temperatures 

(degrees Fahrenheit) in the vicinity of Santa Fe Dam range from about 42 
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and 67 degrees, respectively, in water to about 61 and 89 in summer.  The 

corresponding figures at the highest elevations in the basin (8000 to 

10,000 feet) range from about 10 and 22 in winter to about 45 and 60 in 

summer.  All-time low and high extremes of temperature area bout 21 and 

112, respectively, near the dam, and about minus 30 and 75 at the highest 

elevations.  The lower elevations do not experience significant periods of 

freezing temperatures, but above 6000 feet subfreezing temperatures are 

common for a few months of the year. 

 

 Table 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4, each reprinted from the NWS Climatography 

of the United States No. 20, consists of climatic summaries for the three 

published NWS stations nearest Santa Fe Dam:  Pasadena, Pomona, and San 

Gabriel.  These tables list, among other items, the mean daily maximum and 

minimum temperature and record highest and lowest temperature for each 

month of the year at each of the three stations. 

 

 b.  Precipitation.  Plate 4-2 shows the mean seasonal precipitation 

over the Santa Fe Dam drainage area.  Within the drainage area, mean 

annual precipitation ranges from about 19 inches within the reservoir to 

more than 45 inches on the northern boundary of the watershed in the San 

Gabriel Mountains above Crystal Lake, and averages about 30 inches over 

the drainage. 

 

 Tables 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 list the mean and maximum observed monthly 

and annual precipitation, as well as the maximum daily precipitation for 

each month of the year, for each of the three climatological stations 

closest to Santa Fe Dam.  Also listed in tables 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 are the 

probabilities (from 5 to 95 percent) for each month of the year that the 

monthly total precipitation at each station will be equal to or less than 

the indicated amounts.  These tables demonstrate that there can be great 

year-to-year variability in annual, monthly, and daily precipitation.  Not 
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listed in these tables are the minimum observed monthly precipitation 

values, which for most stations are zero for many months of the year. 

 

 Tables 4-5, 4-6, and 4-7 consist of precipitation  

depth-duration-frequency tabulations for each of three stations in the 

vicinity:  Crystal Lake, located in the mountains near the top of the 

drainage divide; San Gabriel Dam, situated in the river canyon in the 

middle of the watershed; and Santa Fe Dam, at the bottom of the watershed.  

In these tables are listed the computed point-value precipitation depths 

at each station for durations of from 5 minutes to 24 hours, and for 

return periods of from 2 to 200 years.  Data for these tables were 

obtained from the State of California Department of Water Resources 

publication, Rainfall Depth-Duration Frequency for California, revised 

November 1982.  These California Water Resources data are similar to those 

obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

publication, NOAA Atlas 2. 

 

 c.  Snow.  Snow in southern California is relatively uncommon at 

elevations below 4000 feet and is extremely rare below 2000 feet, abut 

occurs frequently at higher elevations, and often remains on the ground 

for many weeks during the winter and spring at elevations above 7000 to 

8000 feet.  Although even the valley floor has experienced light snow on 

isolated occasions, snowfall and snowmelt are not considered to be a 

significant factor in producing large floods in the Santa Fe Dam 

watershed. 

 

 d.  Evaporation.  Data for pan evaporation within the drainage area 

above anta Fe Dam (table 4-8) indicate that mean monthly evaporation 

ranges from less than 1 inch in winter and about 8 inches in summer at 

higher, forested elevations to about 2-3 inches in winter and 9-10 inches 

in summer at lower elevations, with the greatest evaporation values in the 
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frequently windy San Gabriel Canyon.  On days of very strong, dry Santa 

Ana winds, evaporation can be considerably greater than one inch in 24 

hours. 

 

 e.  Wind.  The prevailing wind in the San Gabriel Valley is the sea 

breeze.  This gentle onshore wind is normally strongest during late 

spring and summer afternoons, with speeds in the Santa Fe Dam watershed 

typically 10 to 15 miles per hour, except locally 20-25 miles per hour in 

San Gabriel Canyon. 

 

 The Santa Ana is a dry desert wind that blows from out of the 

northeast, most frequently during late fall and winter.  The 

characteristic low humidities and strong gusts of Santa Ana winds (which 

can exceed 70 miles per hour at times) usually create very high fire 

hazards, but can also be instrumental in drying a saturated watershed, 

thus reducing the flood hazard from later events. 

 

 Rainstorm-related winds are the next most common type in southern 

California.  Winds from the southeast ahead of an approaching storm 

average 20-30 mph, with occasion gusts to more than 40 mph, especially 

through San Gabriel Canyon.  West to northwest winds behind storms can 

sometimes exceed 35 mph, with higher gusts. 

 

4-06 Storms and Floods 

 

 a.  Storm Types.  General storms consist of one or more cyclonic 

disturbances, last a total of from one to four or more days, and result 

in rain or snow over large areas.  Local thunderstorms result in intense 

precipitation over small areas for short periods of time, and may occur 

independently or in association with general storms.  Tropical cyclones 

are infrequent, but occasionally occur in late summer.  A description of 
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storm types which may impact the project area follows: 

 

  (1)  General Winter Storms.  Most precipitation in southern 

California coastal drainages occurs during the cool winter season, 

primarily from November through early April, as mid-latitude cyclones 

from the northern Pacific Ocean move inland over the area.  Most of these 

storms are the general winter type, characterized by hours of light-to-

moderate precipitation, but with occasional heavy showers within the 

storm system.  Snow is common in these storms above 6000 feet, but on 

occasion may fall at 2000 feet or lower. 

 

  (2)  Local Thunderstorms.  Local thunderstorms may occur in 

southern California at any time of the year.  They occur fairly frequently 

in the coastal areas in conjunction with general winter storms.  They can 

also occur between early July early October, when desert thunderstorms 

occasionally drift westward across the mountains into coastal areas, 

sometimes enhanced by moisture drifting northward from tropical storms off 

the west coast of Mexico.  These local thunderstorms can at times result 

in very heavy rain for periods of one to three hours over relatively small 

areas, causing very rapid runoff. 

 

  (3)  General Summer Storms.  General summer storms in southern 

California are quite rare; but on occasion between mid-August and late 

October, a tropical storm from off the west coast of Mexico can drift far 

enough northward to bring rain, occasionally heavy, to southern 

California, sometimes with very heavy thunderstorms embedded.  On very 

rare occasions, southern California has received light rain from general 

summer storms of non-tropical origin. 

 

 b.  Floods.  Information compiled from historical accounts, records 

of court cases, and statements of witnesses, indicate that large floods 
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occurred in coastal southern California watersheds in 1811, 1815, 1825, 

1832, 1851, 1852, 1859, 1860, and 1867.  Available records since 1880 

indicate that medium to large general floods occurred in February and 

March 1884, January 1886, December 1889, January 1890, February 1891, 

March 1905, March 1906, January 1910, March 1911, February 1914, January 

1916, December 1921, April 1926, February 1927, January 1934, March 1939, 

January 1943, January and February 1969, February and March 1978, February 

1980, February 1981, and March 1983.  There was also a major tropical 

storm that occurred in September 1939, but no widespread flooding resulted 

in southern California from this event. 

 

 Summaries of selected floods at the Santa Fe Dam location follow: 

 

  (1)  Storm and Flood of 27 February - 3 March 1938.  The flood 

of February-March 1938 was the most destructive of record on many streams 

in southern California, and it produced the flood of record at the San 

Gabriel River near Azusa streamgauge just upstream from the Santa Fe Dam 

site.  The storm developed out of a series of low-latitude north Pacific 

disturbances, bringing several bands of intense rainfall to southern 

California during a 5-day period.  Average rainfall depth over the 

drainage area was 21.50 inches for the storm, 12.16 inches of which fell 

in 24 hours.  The intense rainfall of 1-2 March produced a peak flow of 

65,700 ft3/s at the gauging station at Azusa.  Low rainfall loss rates and 

unusually heavy rainfall produced extremely high rates of runoff, 

especially in the mountains.  Past peak discharge records were exceeded at 

many streamgauging stations. 

 

  (2)  Storm and Flood of 21-24 January 1943.  The storm of 21-

24 January 1943 was in many respects the most severe of record in the San 

Gabriel River basin.  In the mountains the recorded intensities for 

durations greater than 21 hours exceeded all previous records.  At 
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Hoegee's Camp on the upper San Gabriel River, the maximum 24-hour 

precipitation was 25.83 inches.  Average rainfall depth over the drainage 

area was 25.61 inches for the storm, 17.78 inches of which fell in 24 

hours.  Because the ground was relatively dry and storm rainfall losses 

were high, however, runoff was only moderate.  The estimated peak 

discharge at the streamgauging station near Azusa was 12,100 ft3/s.  This 

storm, transposed on the basis of mean annual precipitation and critically 

centered over the watershed above Santa Fe Dam, is used as the standard 

project storm for Santa Fe Dam. 

 

  (3)  Storm and Flood of 23-27 January 1969.  The period of 18-

27 January 1969 was exceptionally wet throughout southern California, as a 

series of warm storms from south of Hawaii were funneled into this area.  

After moderate to heavy rain 18-22 January, followed by a one-day break, 

rain resumed 23 January, with several moderate rain bands and one long-

lasting, very heavy band that climaxed early 25 January.  The total 

precipitation for the period of 23-26 January in southern California 

ranged from just over 7 inches at Santa Fe Dam to more than 23 inches in 

the upper West and North Forks of the San Gabriel River watershed, 

according to an isohyetal map prepared by LACFCD.  Precipitation on 27 

January was very light and scattered.  Average rainfall over the drainage 

area during the period 23-27 January was 21.71 inches, 13.81 of which fell 

in 24 hours.  Precipitation totals exceeded these of the 27 February - 3 

March 1938 storm.  By the time of the 24-25 January rain, the ground 

throughout the Santa Fe watershed was heavily saturated, with a high 

runoff potential.  The result was a peak discharge at the Azusa gauge 

upstream of Santa Fe Dam of 29,850 ft3/s on 25 January.  Outflow recorded 

at the downstream gauge reached an all-time record of 30,900 ft3/s on 26 

January. 

 

 (4)  Storms and Floods of 23-26 February 1969.  In late February 
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1969 several back-to-back storms moved into southern California from out 

of the west, with a warm, intense storm stalling over the greater Los 

Angeles Basin on 25 February.  Between 5 and 6 inches of rain was measured 

at Santa Fe Dam, and more than 20 inches fell in upper West Fork San 

Gabriel River watershed during the period.  Average precipitation over the 

watershed was 17.93 inches, 10.62 inches of which fell in 24 hours, less 

than occurred in January.  As the result of the major January and February 

1969 storms, plus some early March storms and continuing releases of water 

from upstream county reservoirs, a maximum water surface elevation of 

473.52 feet NGVD was reached at Santa Fe Dam on 18 March 1969. 

 

  (5)  Storms and Floods of 28 February - 5 march 1978.  In a 

pattern very similar to that of exactly 40 years earlier, a series of low-

latitude Pacific storms moved into southern California at the end of 

February and beginning of March 1978.  There were four major peaks of 

rainfall and inflow during the storm period:  28 February, 1 March, 4 

March (greatest volume of rain of the four storms), and 5 March (highest 

rainfall intensity). More than 9 inches of rain fell at Santa Fe Dam 

during the storm period, with totals exceeding 25 inches in the upper West 

Fork portion of the San Gabriel River drainage.  The peak discharge at the 

Azusa gauge was 14,100 ft3/s on 4 March.  Santa Fe Dam had a maximum water 

surface elevation of 458.89 ft NGVD and a maximum outflow of 14,200 ft3/s 

on 5 March. 

 

  (6)  Storm and Flood of 13-21 February 1980.  From 13 through 

21 February 1980, a series of intense, warm pacific storms moved into 

southern California from out of the west-southwest, dropping more than 10 

inches of rain in the foothills and more than 30 inches in the upper San 

Gabriel River watershed over the nine days.  The heaviest rain occurred on 

14, 16, and 19 February, with from 5 to 8 inches in parts of the watershed 

during the afternoon of 16 February.  The peak discharge at 
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the Azusa gauge was 8720 ft3/s on 19 February.  The maximum water surface 

elevation reached at Santa Fe Reservoir was 464.90 feet NGVD on 23 

February.  Despite the heaviest rain on 16 February, which prompted a 

maximum release of 18,500 ft3/s on 17 February, the greatest inflow and 

storage were buffered until the end of the storm series by storage and 

delayed releases from upstream county reservoirs. 

 

  (7)  Storm and Flood of 28 February - 3 March 1983.  A low-

latitude Pacific storm reminiscent of those of 5 and 45 years earlier 

moved into southern California at the end of February and first of March 

1983, with total-period rainfall ranging from about 7 inches in the valley 

area to 20-25 inches in the upper watershed.  The heavies rainfall 

occurred with the passage of a strong occluded cold front during the 

morning of 1 March, with peak intensities well in excess of 1 inch per 

hour in a number of areas.  Several stations in the watershed recorded 

from 4 to 8 inches on 1 March.  With saturated ground and releases from 

upstream reservoirs already at high levels, a peak inflow to Santa Fe Dam 

of 18,500 ft3/s occurred on 1 March.  The maximum water surface elevation 

of 459.80 feet NGVD and the maximum outflow of 23,100 ft3/s were reached 

one and 2 days later, respectively. 

 

4-07 Runoff Characteristics 

 

 Runoff from the watershed is characterized by high flood peaks of 

relatively short duration, often moderated or delayed by upstream storage.  

Floods result from high-intensity rainfall on a combination of stony and 

shallow soils, a shallow depth to bedrock, steep gradients, a relatively 

efficient conveyance system, and periodic denudation by wildfire.  Most 

streams in the watershed are intermittent, with little or no flow during 

the dry season, may through October.  Flood hydrographs are typically of 

less than 12 hours duration and are usually less than 48 hours duration, 
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with inflow rates dropping rapidly between storms.  Table 4-9 lists the 

preliminary annual maximum water surface elevations at Santa Fe Dam from 

1943 through 1987.  Tables 4-10 and 4-11 give runoff data for the 

streamgauging stations "San Gabriel River near Azusa" (located about 1.1 

mile below Morris Dam and 4.2 miles above Santa Fe Dam), respectively.  

These gauges approximate inflow and outflow to Santa Fe Dam. 

 

 The greater Los Angeles area has historically experienced long-term 

wet and dry periods.  Plate 4-3 illustrates the historical regional 

response of flood peaks from the mid-1870's to the late-1970's. 

 

 In general, antecedent precipitation is a prerequisite for the 

occurrence of large floods from this watershed.  With substantial 

antecedent precipitation resulting from a series of winter storms, 

precipitation loss rates may decrease to as low as 0.15 inch per hour by 

the climax of a major storm.  

 

4-08 Water Quality 

 

 Santa Fe Reservoir is operated as a flood control facility and, as 

such, does not normally impound water for significant periods of time.  

Because of the mostly underdeveloped nature of the watershed upstream of 

the dam, the runoff entering the reservoir is generally of good quality.  

There are no water quality stations in Santa Fe Dam. 

 

4-09 Channel and Floodway Characteristic 

 

 The San Gabriel River channel from Santa Fe Dam to Whittier Narrows 

Dam is a grouted stone sideslope, earth bottom, trapezoidal open channel. 
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Channel capacities increase from 41,000 ft3/s just below Santa Fe Dam to 

98,000 ft3/s just above Whittier Narrows Dam (see pl. 3-2).  The travel 

time of runoff from Santa Fe Dam to Whittier Narrows Dam is just over one 

hour.  The stage-discharge rating curve for the stream gauge just 

downstream from Santa Fe Dam is shown on plate 8-4. 

 

4-10 Upstream Structures 

 

 a.  Cogswell Dam and Reservoir.  Cogswell Dam is a water supply and 

flood control facility of LACDPW and is located on the West Fork of the 

San Gabriel River above Santa Fe Dam.  Exhibit B contains pertinent data 

on Cogswell Dam. 

 

 b.  San Gabriel Dam and Reservoir.  San Gabriel Dam is a water 

supply and flood control facility of LACDPW on the San Gabriel River above 

Santa Fe Dam.  Exhibit B contains pertinent data on San Gabriel Dam. 

 

 c.  Morris Dam and Reservoir.  Morris Dam is a water supply facility 

operated by MWD on the San Gabriel River above Santa Fe Dam.  Exhibit B 

contains pertinent information on Morris Dam. 

 

 d.  Santa Fe Reservoir Spreading Grounds.  Santa Fe Reservoir 

Spreading Grounds, located within the reservoir (see plate 3-1), are owned 

and operated by LACDPW for ground water recharge. 

 

 e.  Bradbury, Maddock, and Spinks Debris Basins.  These debris 

basins are owned and maintained by LACDPW on small tributaries on the 

southern flank of the San Gabriel Mountains above Santa Fe Dam.  Exhibit B 

contains pertinent information on these debris basins. 
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4-11 Downstream Structures 

 

 a.  Whittier Narrows Dam.  This unique flood control facility was 

built by COE at the narrows of the San Gabriel River and Rio Hondo in Los 

Angeles County, just north of Pico Rivera (see pl. 3-1).  The facility is 

owned, operated, and maintained by COE.  This dam has the capability of 

diverting San Gabriel River inflow westward for discharge into the Rio 

Hondo.  During moderate and high reservoir impoundment behind the dam, the 

waters from the two rivers combine within the reservoir, and can be let 

out into either of the two downstream channels.  Thus a major portion of, 

and at times the total, inflow from the entire upper Rio Hondo and San 

Gabriel River drainages can, when necessary or desired, be passed into the 

lower Rio Hondo, and ultimately into the lower Los Angeles River.  During 

significant flows, however, the outflow from Whittier Narrows Dam is 

normally discharged into both the Rio Hondo and the San Gabriel River.  

Thus, Whittier Narrows Dam is regulated in conjunction with Santa Fe Dam, 

and other dam in the LACDA system, to control floods on the lower reaches 

of the Los Angeles River.  Exhibit B contains pertinent information on 

Whittier Narrows Dam. 

 

 b.  LACDPW Spreading Basins.  Buena Vista and Peck Road Spreading 

Basins located downstream of Santa Fe Dam are owned and operated by LACDPW 

for groundwater recharge.  These facilities are discussed in more detail 

in Section 3-04.e. 

 

4-12 Economic Data 

 

 a.  Population.  Los Angeles County is the most populous county in 

the nation (8,659,300 as of 1/1/89, California Department of Finance) and 

one of the nation's leading areas of business and commerce.  Located at 

the eastern margin of Los Angeles County, the Santa Fe Dam watershed 
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contains portions of the cities of Azusa, Duarte, and Bradbury.  The 

downstream floodplain encompasses parts of Arcadia, Baldwin Park, El 

Monte, Industry, Irwindale, La Puente, Monrovia, Rosemead, South El Monte, 

Temple City, and West Covina.  The State of California, Department of 

Finance, Population Research Unit estimates the population as of January 

1989 for these cities as: 

 

 Arcadia  49,100  Irwindale  1,230 
 Azusa   38,250  La Puente  33,550 
 Baldwin Park 63,300  Monrovia  34,000 
 Bradbury  930   Rosemead  47,700 
 Duarte  21,350  S. El Monte  18,700 
 El Monte  95,400  Temple City  31,900 
 Industry  1,230   West Covina  94,200 
 

 b.  Industry.  Explosive population growth in the San Gabriel Valley 

has been accompanied by a corresponding growth in business and commerce.  

In the Santa Fe Dam area the preponderance of growth as been in business 

and industrial parks.  Light manufacturing, warehousing, and equipment 

assembly maintain a high level of activity.  More recently, the highly 

technical fields of aerospace and electronics have expanded into the 

floodplain alongside of the traditional industrial operations of rock 

quarrying, asphalt and concrete production, and metal and iron works.  The 

heavily residential floodplain supports general office, shopping, and 

commercial development. 

 
 c.  Flood Damages.  Since Completion of the project, flood damages 

prevented through fiscal year 1988 are estimate to be $236,284,000. 
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V - DATA COLLECTION AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS 
 

5-01 Hydrometeorological Stations 

 

 a.  Facilities.  Precipitation gauges, and reservoir and stream gauges in 

the Los Angeles area and the vicinity of Santa Fe Dam are shown on plates 5-1 

and 5-2, respectively.  Table 5-1 lists the precipitation gauges, along with 

their latitudes, longitudes, and elevations, that are located in and near the 

watershed above Santa Fe Dam.  Table 5-2 lists the stream gauges in the 

watershed above Santa Fe Dam.  Many of the stations consist of more than one 

type of gauge, such as a recording and a nonrecording precipitation gauge. 

 

 a.  Reporting.  Hydrologic data are observed and reported in 3 different 

ways, as illustrated in table 5-3. 

 

  (1)  Manual.  The Santa Fe Dam Operator observes precipitation, 

water surface elevation, and gate settings, and reports these to the District  

office, as described in section 5-06.a. 

 

  (2)  Recording Instruments.  The recording instruments store data 

on paper tape, which is removed at predetermined intervals (once each month, 

October-April, plus once during the summer) and maintained on file by the 

District. 

 

  (3)  Telemetry System.  Hydrologic data measured at the dam and 

other gauges are transmitted to the LAD office by the Los Angeles Telemetry 

System.  These gauges automatically transit reports at predetermined intervals 

twice daily.  However their mode of operation is "event reporting".  As a gauge 

registers an event (specified quantity of precipitation, or water surface 

elevation change), current data are radio-transmitted to a repeater from which 

it is sent via microwave to the LAD office.  Each gauge is programmed to 
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trigger whenever 0.04 inches of precipitation, or a 0.25-foot change in water 

surface elevation is recorded.  All gauges can also be interrogated at any 

time for current data via polled mode. 

 

  (4)  ALERT System.  There is also an event-reporting gauge system 

throughout southern California sponsored by the National Weather Service.  

This system is referred to as the ALERT (Automatic Local Evaluation in Real 

Time) System.  Access to this information can be obtained through the REPORT 

program on the Water Control Data System computer. 

  

 c.  Maintenance.  Each operating agency is responsible for the maintenance 

of its own gauges and/or telemetry radio equipment.  In some cases, the gauge is 

operated by USGS, although it is owned by LAD or LACDPW. 

 

5-02 Water Quality Stations 

 

 There are no water quality stations in the watershed above Santa Fe Dam. 

 

5-03 Sediment Stations 

 

 There are no sediment stations in the watershed above Santa Fe Dam.  

There are sediment ranges in Santa Fe Reservoir (see pl. 4-1). 

 

5-04 Recording Hydrologic Data 

 

 Each agency maintains records of its own data (section 5-01 above).  The 

NWS data are placed in archives at the National Climatic Center in Asheville, 

North Carolina.  Precipitation and other data are published monthly by the 

National Climatic Center in Climatological Data and Hourly Precipitation Data. 
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 The State of California, Department of Water Resources, publishes the 

data from the ALERT telemetry gauge network on a monthly basis.  LACDPW 

maintains their recording and non-recording data bases, and furnishes data to 

other agencies upon request.  LAD maintains a data base from its recording 

and telemetry gauges and provides selected data to NWS for publication.  Real 

Time Reports received from ALERT gauges and the Los Angeles Telemetry System 

gauges are stored in a database on the Water Control Data System Computer.  

LAD also enters data from its manual observations on various forms, which are 

maintained on file in the LAD ROC Office.  These forms are discussed further 

in section 9-05 and illustrated in figures 9-1 through 9-7. 

 

5-05 Communication Network 

 

 LAD maintains a voice radio communication network for its entire 

regulation activities.  This routinely includes communications between the 

District Office and the various dam operators, as well as vehicles in the 

field.  During periods of significant runoff, communication with the dam 

operators becomes vital.  The existing radio network, which has proven itself 

reliable, is backed up by a second radio network; both of these are backed up 

by the local telephone system. 

 Power at the District Office is backed up by an emergency generator 

system; if all fails at the District Office, there is a complete radio system 

at LAD Base yard.  The Base Yard is located approximately 12 miles east of 

the District Office. 

 

5-06 Communication with Project 

 

 a.  Regulating Office with Project Office.  During the flood season (15 

November through 15 April), a routine radio call is mdae at least once each 

weekday from LAD District Office to the dam operator at Santa Fe Dam.  This 

"Morning Report" is usually made at 0800 hours, Monday through Friday.  Other 
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routine or non-routine radio or telephone calls are made as needed.  Direct 

communication with the operator at the dam is possible by calling Mobile Radio 

WUK 419.  The dam operator's vehicle is assigned Mobile Radio WUK 4191. 

 

 In the event that all communication with LAD office, including LAD Base 

Yard, should be interrupted, a set of "Standing Instructions to the Dam 

Operator" has been compiled for Santa Fe Dam and a copy of these instructions 

is included in this manual in Exhibit A.  LAD organization chart and important 

phone numbers for reservoir regulation decisions at Santa Fe Dam are given in 

table 9-1. 

 

 b.  Between Project Office and Others.  No routine communication exists 

between Santa Fe Dam and other agencies. 

 

 c.  Between Regulating Office and Others.  Before and during the 

earliest stages of any reservoir impoundment, LAD notifies offices of other 

agencies and selected private interests of the impending rises in the 

reservoir water surface elevation and corresponding outflow.   A list of the 

agencies to notify, with applicable office and home telephone numbers, is 

published annually in LAD's "Instructions for Reservoir Operations Center 

Personnel" (the so-called "Orange Book").  During major runoff events, LAD 

ROC is in constant contact with LACDPW Hydraulics Branch to fully coordinate 

the operations of both agencies.  LACDPW is directly tied into LAD radio and 

telephone system.  LAD ROC is also in direct radio contact with channel 

observers dispatched to patrol the San Gabriel River during large floods. 

 

5-07 Project reporting Instruction 

 

 During periods of water regulation, communications between the LAD 

office and each affected dam operator are made on a frequent basis.  Normal 

communications occur once each hour, and more frequent communications are 
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sometimes required.  If a gate change is required, ROC staff provide the radio 

operator at LAD office with the gate change instructions.  These instructions 

are then broadcast to the dam operator.   When the gate change is completed, 

the dam operator calls back to the District Office radio operator with 

information on the change.  The radio operator then informs the ROC engineer 

who initiated the change.  The dam operator records pertinent information 

associated with the gate change on the form shown on figure 9-1.  This report 

form is subsequently submitted to LAD office. 

 

 Other special instructions to dam operators are conducted in a similar 

manner.  This network of radio communications is also used by the dam operator 

to report any failure of machinery or other equipment, or any other unusual 

conditions at the dam. 

 

5-08 Warnings 

 

 The responsibility for issuing all weather watches and warnings, and 

all flood and flash flood watches and warnings rests with the NWS.  Local 

emergency officials of cities and counties are responsible for issuing any 

other public safety warnings, including unusual overflows evacuations, unsafe 

roads or bridges, and toxic spills.  LAD is responsible for providing these 

official with up-to-date information, and forecasts where possible, of water 

rises within Santa Fe Reservoir and release rates into the Channel downstream 

of Santa Fe Dam.  The ROC (Reservoir Operations Center) would notify the Los 

Angeles Police Department to initiate evacuation if a dam break is imminent. 
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VI - HYDROLOGIC FORECASTS 
 

6-01 General 

 

 a.  Role of LAD.  LAD does not make any formal hydrologic forecasts, 

published or unpublished, for Santa Fe Dam.  Despite the lack of formal 

hydrologic forecasts, LAD does carefully monitor the reservoir water surface 

elevation in Santa Fe Reservoir, and does notify other agencies of any 

significant changes or anticipated changes as described in section 5-06. 

 

 LAD continues to improve its monitoring capabilities of conditions not 

only at Santa Fe Dam, but in adjacent watersheds.  Improved and increased 

numbers of automatic telemetry rain and stream gauges also help in the 

development of computerized rainfall-runoff forecast models.  The long-term goal 

of LAD is to be able to provide relatively accurate predictions of inflows and 

reservoir water surface elevation as far in advance as possible.  It is intended 

that these predictions will become accurate and reliable enough that they can be 

shared with NWS, LACDPW, city and county emergency officials, and others, to be 

used as a basis for reservoir systems regulation during the upcoming years. 

 

 LAD contracts for preparation of quantitative precipitation forecasts 

for San Gabriel River drainages and other watersheds including the Santa Fe 

Dam watershed.  These are used in determining the potential for significant 

runoff into Santa Fe and other reservoirs.  Research is progressing into the 

direct incorporation of these quantitative  precipitation forecasts into the 

rainfall-runoff forecast models being developed. 

 

 b.  Role of Other Agencies.  No agency has any specific forecast 

responsibility for water surface elevations in Santa Fe Reservoir or for 

discharges on the San Gabriel River, either upstream or downstream of Santa Fe 

Dam.  NWS issues Flash Flood Warnings for rivers and other watercourses in the 
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San Gabriel Valley. 

 

 LAD does receive real-time weather reports and forecasts, as well as 

historical weather data, from NWS.  This is accomplished by means of weather 

facsimile pictures and teletype data and forecasts transmitted by NWS and 

received by LAD facsimile recorder and teletype printer.  Close coordination is 

maintained with NWS forecast office located in Los Angeles. 

 

 Historical precipitation and streamflow data are available from the 

LACDPW.  These data, while not of use in real-time, are important to studies of 

historical storms and floods which aid in the development and refinement of 

computerized rainfall-runoff forecast models. 

 

6-02 Flood Conditions Forecasts 

 

 Forecasts of flood hydrographs are currently not made.  However, routine 

evaluation of precipitation, resulting inflow, and forecast precipitation 

provides valuable subjective predictions of flood situations.  Using such 

information, LAD ROC can evaluate if an ongoing flood will increase or decrease 

over the next 24 hours. 

 

6-03 Conservation Purpose Forecasts 

 

 Since Santa Fe Dam is primarily a flood-control facility, forecasts for 

other purposes, including water conservation are not made. 

 

6-04 Long-Range Forecasts 

 

 Since water is impounded behind Santa Fe Dam for short time periods, there 

is little direct need for long-range forecasts in the regulation of Santa Fe 

Dam.  Only in the event of major impoundment at Santa Fe Reservoir, as well as 
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simultaneously at other reservoirs affecting the downstream channel and Los 

Angeles River, would a forecast of more than one day be of immediate 

significance to the regulation of Santa Fe Dam.  In such a case, the forecast 

of another impending major storm or lack of such a storm might influence the 

release rate of water from Santa Fe Dam.  The primary consideration of the 

release rates from all of the dams in the San Gabriel and Los Angeles River 

systems is to prevent or minimize downstream damages. 
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VII - WATER CONTROL PLAN 
 

7-01 General Objectives 

 

 Santa Fe Dam is authorized and constructed to provide flood control 

protection to the downstream area in the San Gabriel River Valley, and it is an 

integral part of the overall Los Angeles River Flood Control System.  The 

outflow form the Santa Fe Dam empties into the Whittier Narrows reservoir, 

which passes flood flows through the San Gabriel River channel and the Rio 

Hondo concrete channel.  The regulation plan for Santa Fe Dam calls for 

consideration of the operation status of Whittier Narrows reservoir in the 

determination of the release from Santa Fe Dam. 

 

 The reservoir lands behind Santa Fe Dam, when not used for string 

floodwaters, are utilized in part for other purposes such as recreation and 

groundwater recharge.  The picnic areas, recreation lakes, and concession 

stands are used by the public during the dry periods of the year.  During flood 

control operations, these facilities are inundated with minimal damage to their 

structural integrities. 

 

7-02 Major Constraints 

 

 No major physical or regulation constraints exist at the project.  Notable 

changes, however, have taken place or been made over the years, including: 

 

 a.  Reservoir Storage Space.  Reservoir storage space has been reduced by 

sediment accumulation.  Based on the results of the September 1982 reservoir 

sediment survey (plate 3-3), current reservoir storage space below the spillway 

crest elevation of 496 ft is 32,109 ac-ft which is 7 percent less than the 

original reservoir storage space of 34,670 ac-ft.  This represents an average 

sedimentation rate higher than the predicted rate.  Fortunately, some 
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of the accumulated sediment has been removed from the reservoir bottom and 

more sediment will likely be removed by sand and gravel contractors in the 

future.  The available storage as of the 1982 survey is still adequate to 

control the SPF.  Using the 1982 area-capacity curve, the SPF maximum WSE is 

495.09 ft using the regulation schedule in Exhibit A (operation of Santa Fe 

Dam in tandem with Whittier Narrows Dam), with maximum storage of 31,500 ac-

ft and outflow of 40,600 ft3/s. 

 

 b.  Recreation Facilities.  When the Santa Fe Dam water surface elevation 

rises above the top of the debris pool (WSE 456), recreation facilities (see 

table 2-1) in the reservoir will begin to flood.  This does not constitute a 

regulation constraint, but when sufficient forecast information is available 

and the water surface elevation on the Rio Hondo side of the Whittier Narrows 

Dam is below 201.6 ft., an effort is made to keep the Santa Fe reservoir water 

surface elevation at or below elevation 456 ft. 

 

 c.  Joint Operation with Whittier Narrows Dam.  Both the Santa Fe and 

Whittier Narrows Reservoirs will be operated as a system because independent 

project regulation would tend to result in greater flood damages below Whittier 

Narrows Dam during major floods.  Since the level of flood protection provided 

by Santa Fe Dam to its immediate downstream area is higher than the level of 

flood protection provided by Whittier Narrows Dam, Santa Fe Dam is regulated in 

tandem with Whittier Narrows Dam in order to maximize their combined flood 

control capabilities.  The logic of the coordinated regulation of the two 

reservoirs is to keep the "percent full" in each reservoir equal during a flood 

event, where the percent full is the ratio of the instantaneous reservoir 

storage divided by the total reservoir storage space in each respective 

reservoir.  For instance, if Whittier Narrows Reservoir were more full than 

Santa Fe Reservoir and water surface elevation at Whittier Narrows Dam exceeded 

201.6 ft., the outflow from the Santa Fe Reservoir would be reduced thereby 

causing an increase in the storage in Santa Fe Reservoir in  
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order to achieve a "percent full" equal to that in Whittier Narrows Reservoir, 

Tandem operation is self-correcting and would result to having the storage 

levels in both reservoir balanced in accordance with the gate regulation 

schedule in Exhibit A.  The coordination of the flood control operation of 

Santa Fe and Whittier Narrows Reservoirs will achieve an overall objective of 

minimizing the chance of spillway flow below Whittier Narrows Dam. 

 

7-03 Overall Plan for Water Control 

 

 Santa Fe Dam is operated for flood control on the San Gabriel River and 

the regulation is coordinated with that of Whittier Narrows Dam.  Plate 2-2, 

which depicts the storage allocations for Santa Fe Reservoir, shows that the 

entire reservoir storage space below elevation 496 feet (the spillway  

crest) is devoted to flood control (including debris pool).  Spillway 

surcharge occurs between elevation of 496 and 508.2 feet (the maximum water 

surface elevation for the revised PMF).  Once WSE 496 is reached, flood 

control is no longer the prime objective.  Passing as much water out of the 

reservoir as is required to assure the safety of the dam becomes the primary 

regulation concern.  The space between elevation 508.2 and 513 feet is 

freeboard. 

 

 The Santa Fe Dam gate operation schedule includes consideration of the 

reservoir status of Whittier Narrows Dam.  This tandem operation schedule can 

be found in Exhibit A and it is discussed in section 7-05. 

 

 There may be instances where a decrease (or increase) in releases may 

be considered necessary from a systems perspective.  These deviations are 

discussed in section 7-13. 
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7-04 Standing Instructions to Dam Operator for Water Control 

 

 During periods of normal communication, the dam operator will receive 

operating instructions from the ROC.  The Standing Instructions to the Dam 

Operator for regulation of Santa Fe Dam are given in Exhibit A.  In the event 

that communication with the ROC is lost for a period of six (6) hours, the 

dam operator should follow the standing instructions in Exhibit A. 

 

7-05 Flood Control 

 

 The plan for controlling floods on the San Gabriel River below Santa Fe 

Dam is presented in this section.  The objective of the water control plan is 

to minimize downstream flood damages.  Project releases will be regulated to 

protect downstream communities and to avoid spillway flow.  Releases from 

Santa Fe Dam will always be regulated so as not to exceed the downstream 

channel capacity (41,000 ft3/sec) in so far as possible.  Santa Fe Dam is 

regulated as a component of a reservoir system protecting (primarily) the San 

Gabriel and lower Los Angeles Rivers.  Whittier Narrows Dam is located 

approximately 7 miles downstream of Santa Fe Dam on the San Gabriel River.  

Regulation of Whittier Narrows Dam to prevent exceedance of downstream 

channel capacity on the Rio Hondo, San Gabriel River and lower Los Angeles 

River is its primary flood control operation objective.  Accordingly, Santa 

Fe Dam is operated in conjunction with Whittier Narrows Dam to achieve this 

flood control objective.  Hence, reservoir releases from Santa Fe Dam will be 

reduced as required to equalize the "stress" (instantaneous percentage of 

flood control storage space filled) between Whittier Narrows Dam and Santa Fe 

Dam.  Whittier Narrows Dam will be operated based on the capability of the 

downstream channels to safely convey the combination of reservoir releases 

and local uncontrolled flood runoff.  Releases from Whittier Narrows Dam are 

not intended to equalize or maintain the balance of water in storage between 

Whittier Narrows Dam and Stan Fe Dam.  In addition, if Whittier Narrows Dam, 
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is projected to experience spillway flow at any time within a flood event, 

Santa Fe releases will be reduced as necessary in order to prevent spillway 

flow at Whittier Narrows Dam.  Spillway flow at Santa Fe Dam is far less 

damaging than spillway flow at Whittier Narrows Dam.  Spillway flow from 

Santa Fe Dam would currently enter a group of large gravel pits located 

immediately downstream of the Santa Fe Dam spillway. 

 

 a.  Normal Regulation.  When the reservoir WSE is within the debris 

pool (WSE 421 to WSE 456), releases are made at Santa Fe Dam by keeping one 

gate open at 0.5 feet (i.e., the standby gate setting). 

 

 Once the WSE at Santa Fe Dam reaches 456 feet, and communication 

between the ROC and Santa Fe Dam tender exists, Santa Fe Dam is operated in 

tandem with Whittier Narrows Dam in a manner such that Santa Fe Reservoir 

releases will maintain parity in the "percent full" (flood storage capacity 

utilized) at the two reservoirs.  This is,if the flood control storage at 

Whittier Narrows Reservoir is 17 percent of its capacity, Santa Fe Dam is 

operated so as to fill 17 percent of its flood control storage capacity.  It 

should be noted that operation of Santa Fe Dam in tandem with Whittier 

Narrows Dam starts at WSE 456 ft at Santa Fe Reservoir and WSE 201.6 ft at 

Whittier Narrows Reservoir.  Tandem operation does not apply to the debris 

pool at Santa Fe Reservoir not to the water conservation pool at Whittier 

Narrows Reservoir. 

 

 If the degree of fullness of Whittier Narrows Reservoir is increasing at 

a faster rate than that of Santa Fe Reservoir, Santa Fe Dam releases can be 

decreased (to zero, if desired) in order to minimize the "stress" on Whittier 

Narrows Dam.  Typically, in a single or the first of a series of storms,  

runoff from the Rio Hondo watershed raises the WSE at Whittier Narrows 

Reservoir at a faster rate than runoff from the San Gabriel River watershed 

raises the WSE at Santa Fe Reservoir.  Runoff from the Rio Hondo then 
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typically decreases and the WSE at Whittier Narrows Reservoir declines (as long 

as the releases from Santa Fe Dam do not change) as the Santa Fe  

Reservoir WSE rises to its maximum.  After a series of Storms have occurred 

that fill the storage of the San Gabriel River system above Santa Fe Dam, the 

probability of large flood inflows into the Santa Fe Reservoir increase 

significantly. 

 

 The water control manager at the ROC must monitor these trends of inflow 

and water surface elevations at Whittier Narrows Dam and Santa Fe Dam so 

changes in releases from both Whittier Narrows and Santa Fe Dams are made 

smoothly.  Fluctuation of releases (i.e., from increase to decrease or from 

decrease to increase in a short time interval) should be minimized by 

monitoring the reservoir inflows, watershed conditions, and WSE trends.   

The outflow from Morris Dam can usually be sued to approximate inflow to Santa 

Fe Reservoir.  The telemetered stream gages located on the Rio Hondo at Garvey 

Road (gage name HRDG) and Alhambra Wash at Klingerman (ALWK) can indicate the 

magnitude of inflow to Whittier Narrows Dam from the Rio Hondo.  The 

telemetered stream gage located on San Gabriel River at Peck Road (SGRP) 

indicates total inflow to the Whittier Narrows Dam from the San Gabriel River, 

including the inflows from San Jose Creek and Walnut Creek.  Limiting the rate 

consideration if releases from Santa Fe Dam have to be increased.  The rate of 

increase of releases is limited increments of 5,000 ft3/sec per half-hour  

(i.e., from 2,000 ft3/sec, to 7,000ft3/sec, to 12,000 ft3/sec, and so on,  

until the required outflow is reached).  When reducing releases from Santa Fe 

Dam, consideration should be given to bank sloughing of the San Gabriel River.  

However, the flows can be gradually reduced to as little as zero, if required. 

 

 The gate regulation schedule of Santa Fe Dam in tandem with Whittier 

Narrows Dam can be found in Appendix A.  The first step (WSE 421 - 456) of the 

regulation schedule is the standby gate setting at the dam.  Operation of 
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Santa Fe Dam in tandem with Whittier Narrow Dam starts at WSE 456 ft.  

Procedures for the tandem operation are listed in the gate regulation 

schedule.  The following example illustrates the use of the gate regulation 

schedule: 

ASSUMPTIONS: 

 
 
1) Whittier Narrows Reservoir WSE = 202.0 ft 
   (outflow = approximately 5000ft3/s) 
 
2) Previous Whittier Narrows elevation = 201.6ft 
 
3) The stream gages at Rio Hondo at Garvey, Alhambra Wash at Klingerman and San Gabriel River at Peck Road indicate 
   total inflow in excess of 6000 ft3/s 
 
4) Santa Fe Reservoir WSE = 456.2 ft 
   (outflow = 1000 ft3/s) 
 
5) Morris Dam outflow = 1000 ft3/s 

 

ANALYSIS: 

 

 
1) The stream gauges indicate that without any change at Santa Fe Dam, the Whittier Narrows Reservoir WSE would 
   rise (inflow = 6000 + 1000 = 7000 ft3/s, vs outflow = 5000 ft3/s) 
 
2) Morris Dam outflow indicates inflow to Santa Fe Dam Reservoir is matched by  Santa Fe Dam outflow, so Santa Fe   
Reservoir WSE would not change 
 
3) Follow the procedures for "Operation of Santa Fe Dam (SNFE) in Tandem with Whittier Narrows Dam (WNRH)", as shown 
   on the gate operation schedule: 
 
             *1 Current WSE at SNFE:       456.2 ft 
 
             *2 Concurrent WSE at WNRH:    202.ft 
 
             *3 "Equivalent SNFE WSE" (from table 1 of the gate regulation schedule):        456.4 ft 
 
             *4 Is current WSE at SNFE greater than "equivalent SNFE WSE"?                   No. 
 
             *5 Is current WSE at SNFE greater than equivalent SNFE WSE"? 
                          Yes. Therefore, no release from Santa Fe Dam is required. 
 

ACTION BY WATER CONTROL MANAGER: 

 

 
Cut back Santa Fe Dam outflow (to zero, if desired) because it was determined that Whittier Narrows Reservoir "percent full" 
would rise faster than Santa Fe Reservoir "percent full" under the current conditions. Once the 2 reservoirs reached the 
same degree of fullness, follow procedure *6 (from the schedule): "Operate Santa Fe Dam in such a way that the balance in 
"percent fullness" is maintained". 

 

b.  Loss of Communication.  In the event that communication between the   

ROC and Santa Fe Dam tender is lost for a period of six (6) hours, the dam 

tender should use the gate regulation schedule in Exhibit A in order to 

determine the required gate setting based on current water surface elevation 

at Santa Fe Reservoir.  In using the gate operation schedule, the dam tender 

should disregard procedures *2, *3, *5, and *6 listed on the schedule.  The 
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gate operation schedule should be followed until communication with the 

District office is reestablished. 

 

 c.  Forecasts.  The runoff forecast on which regulation decisions are 

based, should be developed from the best available precipitation and  

stream flow information. The ROC is responsible for developing the forecast 

and for determining its usefulness in making water control decisions.  The 

intent is to consider all appropriate information in implementing the water 

control plan. 

 

 When forecast information clearly indicates that Santa Fe Dam will not 

experience spillway flow (reservoir water surface elevation will not exceed 

elevation 496 ft), all 16 gates may be partially or fully closed in order to 

alleviate downstream emergencies (see Sec. 7-13), to prevent downstream 

damages, or to add an additional safely factor when the downstream channel is 

experiencing high flows.  When forecast information clearly indicates that 

Whittier Narrows Dam will experience a spillway flow, all 16 gages at Santa 

Fe Dam may be partially or fully closed in order to prevent or minimize the 

possibility of spillway flow at Whittier Narrows Dam. 

 

 d.  Reservoir Evacuation.  Santa Fe Dam should be drained as rapidly as 

possible, consistent with the achievement of downstream flood control.  The 

objective is to empty the reservoir in preparation for the next flood.  Santa 

Fe Dam releases will be reduced upon reaching the debris pool (WSE 456), so 

that the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (LACDPW) can divert 

the remaining storm runoff to their spreading facilities to enhance water 

conservation. 

 

 e.  Channel Observation Teams.  Whenever the combination of reservoir 

releases and local uncontrolled runoff is expected to exceed one-half of the 

design conveyance capacity (see plate 3-2) on the San Gabriel River, channel 
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observation teams should be dispatched to observe the hydraulic performance of 

the channel and to report the current available channel capacity. 

 

7-06 Recreation 

 

 Extensive recreational development has taken place in the Santa Fe 

Reservoir lands in accordance with the PL 89-72 (Federal Water Project 

Recreation Act).  PL 89-72 requires consideration of opportunities for outdoor 

recreation and fish and wildlife enhancement in planning water resource 

projects.  In addition to the recreational developments in the reservoir area, 

there is currently more public demand for wider range of recreational  

pursuits.  The existing recreational lake located within the reservoir area 

provides water oriented recreational facilities.  However, no water is 

impounded by the dam for recreational purposes.  Also, the channel of the San 

Gabriel River downstream of Santa Fe Dam is strictly a flood control channel, 

and provides no water oriented recreational use.  Thus no release are made  

for recreational purposes. 

 

7-07 Water Quality 

 

 Santa Fe Dam has not ungated outlets, and may be operated to contain 

contaminant spills, unless the WSE exceeds 496 feet (spillway crest).  Santa  

Fe Dam is not operated for water quality objectives. 

 

7-08 Fish and Wildlife 

 

 The operation of Santa Fe Dam does not include considerations for fish 

and wildlife objectives. 
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7-09 Drought Contingency Plan 

 

 Santa Fe Dam does not contain any storage allocation for water supply.  

However, water conservation and ground water recharge measures at Santa Fe Dam 

are coordinated with the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works  

(LACDPW) to the extent consistent with other project purposes.  The San  

Gabriel River downstream of the dam is soft-bottomed, and conservation 

facilities exist at several spreading grounds (see sec. 3-04).  Currently, no 

reservoir storage is allocated for water conservation.  However, as the flood 

pool recedes below elevation 456 t, releases can be reduced to the intake 

capacity of the downstream LACDPW spreading facilities if meteorological 

forecasts and downstream reservoir/channel conditions are favorable. 

 

7-10 Hydroelectric Power 

 

 No facilities for the generation of hydroelectric power at Santa Fe Dam 

exist, nor are any contemplated. 

 

7-11 Navigation 

 

 The ephemeral nature of runoff on the San Gabriel River and its steep 

gradient preclude navigation. 

 

7-12 Other 

 

 Maintenance and construction activities in the downstream channel of the 

San Gabriel River normally occur during the dry season of late spring and 

summer.  During such periods, the 16 Santa FE Dam gates may be closed in order 

to reduce releases in support of such downstream activities. 
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7-13 Deviation from Normal Operation 

 

 The release plan for Santa Fe Dam is discussed in Section 7-05.  However, 

it is desirable under certain limited circumstances, for the release rate from 

Santa Fe Dam to be decreased below what is called for.  In addition to the 

prevention of downstream damages, there other possible reasons for deviation 

from the normal release plan at Santa Fe Dam: 

 

 a.  Emergencies.  In the event of emergencies such as potential drowning, 

toxic spill, other accident, reservoir releases may be adjusted as  

appropriate to cooperate with rescue or remedial action efforts to the extent 

that flood control objectives of the dam are not compromised.  In addition, 

potential structural damage to the downstream channel will be treated as an 

emergency for which reservoir releases may be reduced.  Such emergency action 

may be taken immediately by the ROC. 

 

 b.  Unplanned Minor Deviations.  Unplanned events that could create a 

temporary need for minor deviations from the plan include emergency bridge 

repairs, the restoration of utility lines across the San Gabriel River, and 

certain unplanned but necessary maintenance and inspection.  Santa Fe Dam may 

be operated to support these activities, provided that flood protection is not 

jeopardized. 

 

 c.  Planned Deviations.  The same arguments apply to planned 

construction, maintenance, inspections, etc., as under Section 7-13.b.  Such 

planned activities should be schedule for the dry season, whenever possible.  

The dry season is normally May through October, although on a rare occasion, a 

tropical storm with heavy rain and high runoff potential can occur during the 

late summer or early fall. 
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7-14 Rate or Release Change 

 

 The gates at Santa Fe Dam are hydraulically operated.  Up to two gates 

can be operated at a time, and opened or closed about one foot per minute.  The 

gate can generally be adjusted in as rapid a manner as possible without  

concern over the rate of change of outflow.  Continuous large magnitude 

fluctuations in reservoir releases could cause instability of channel revetment 

and should therefore be avoided.  If the gate operation requires larger 

release, the outflow from the dam can be increased by increments of 5,000 

ft3/sec per half-hour until the required release is reached. 

 

7-15 Water Control Hydraulic Information 

 

 Project hydraulic information has been utilized in the development of the 

flood control plan.  This information has also been used to evaluate and set 

regulation rules for planned deviations and also facilities regulation of the 

dam during emergencies and unplanned deviations.  Project Hydraulic  

information used for Santa Fe Dam include: 

 a.  Outlet Rating Curves (pl. 7-1), 

 b.  Spillway Discharge Curve (pl. 7-2), 

 c.  Area-Capacity Curves (pl. 3-3), 

 d.  Downstream Steam Gauge Rating Curve (pl. 8-4). 
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VIII - EFFECT OF WATER CONTROL PLAN 
 
 
8-01 General 

 

 The primary propose of Santa Fe Dam is flood control, and the greatest 

effect and benefit of the dam is the protection of life and property  

downstream of the facility.  The major aspects of flood control at Santa Fe  

Dam for both the reservoir and spillway design floods, as well as several  

major historical floods, are discussed in section 8-02.  Any other effects or 

benefits of Santa Fe Dam are secondary to those of flood control, and they are 

briefly described in section 8-03 through 8-08. 

 

8-02 Flood Control 

 

 a.  Reservoir Design Flood (RDF).  The original hydrologic design of 

Santa Fe Dam was based on the control of a hypothetical flood.  The hydrologic 

basis used in the development of the RDF is briefly summarized from Reports No. 

3 and 4 of Table 1-1 as follows: 

 

  1.  The RDF was computed from the flood resulting from a four-day 

      storm, with the maximum 24-hour rainfall and the highest  

      intensities on the fourth day. 

 

  2.  The design storm had a total storm rainfall of 26 inches, with 

      13 inches occurring on the fourth day. 

 

  3.  Rainfall during the first three days was assumed to occur in  

      consecutive ratios of 20, 30, and 59 percent of that on the  

      maximum day, thereby obtaining the most adverse conditions of 

      occurrence. 
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  4.  Runoff coefficients and infiltration were based on the  

      rainfall to runoff relations computed for the upper San  

      Gabriel River drainage area above Cogswell Dam (San Gabriel  

      Dam No. 2), which indicated the highest runoff coefficients of 

      the March 1938 flood.  A runoff hydrograph was developed using 

      the Modified Rational Method. 

 

  5.  A base flow of 20 ft3/s/mi2 of drainage area was used in  

      determining the ultimate discharge for the fourth day of the  

      hydrograph. 

 

  6.  Morris and Cogswell Dams were assumed full to spillway crest 

      at the start of the storm with outlets inoperative, and San 

      Gabriel Dam was assumed to have 34,700 ac-ft of flood storage 

      available with outlets operative above the conservation pool  

      of 12,400 ac-ft.  The resulting RDF has a peak inflow of  

      81,600 ft3/s and a total volume of 129,300 ac-ft. 

 

  7.  Starting with a WSE of 442, (top of debris pool), the RDF was 

      routed through Santa Fe Dam using the net area-capacity curve 

      formulated for design purposes with the gates operated to  

      maintain a maximum controlled release of 19,000 ft3/s.  The  

      net area-capacity curve assumes the 50-year sediment 

      allowance of 1000 ac-ft is filled.  The maximum water surface 

      elevation was 495.8 feet.  The spillway crest was set at 496 

      feet. 

 

 b.  Revised Reservoir Design Flood - Standard Project Flood (SPF).  When 

Santa Fe Dam was originally designed, the SPF concept had not been developed 

yet.  Following occurrence of the storm of 21-23 January 1943, a revised RDF 

using the SPF concept was determined for Santa Fe Dam.  The revised RDF 
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presupposed ground conditions equivalent to those of the March 1938 storm,  

with rainfall amounts and intensities equal to those of the January 1943  

storm.  Report No. 8 in Table 1-1 gives the basis for unit hydrograph, loss 

rate, and baseflow determinations.  The storm was transposed to the drainage 

area above Santa Fe Dam, using a transposition factor based upon the mean 

annual precipitation.  During the storm, rain totaling 25.61 inches would  

fall in a 2.5-day period, with 17.51 inches in the maximum 24 hours.  The 

storage and regulation assumptions related to Cogswell, Morris, and San  

Gabriel dams were the same as assumed in the original RDF in 1940.  The  

maximum 4-day inflow to Santa Fe Dam was 171,400 ac-ft, and the 5-day inflow 

was 183,700 ac-ft.  The peak inflow was 98,000 ft3/s. 

 

 Improvement of the channel below Santa Fe Dam in 1961 increased channel 

capacity from 19,000 to 41,000 ft3/s.  About the same time, the SPF determined 

in 1944 was revised slightly to account for different regulation assumptions at 

Cogswell and San Gabriel Dams.  Based on then-current regulation plans, 

Cogswell and San Gabriel Dams would have 9600 and 33,900 ac-ft of storage 

available, respectively, at the beginning of the SPF.  This is a total of  

43,500 ac-ft available, instead of the previously assumed total of 34,700 ac-

ft.  The effect of the extra available storage is illustrated by a decrease in 

the peak in flow from 98,000 to 96,000 ft3/s, and the maximum 24-hour volume 

from 101,400 to 89,550 ac-ft. 

 

 Routing of the revised SPF using the current reservoir regulation plan 

are presented on plate 8-1 and table 8-2.  These routings, which use the 

regulation schedule in Exhibit A, assume the following operation criteria:   

1) operation of Santa Fe Dam in tandem with Whittier Narrows Dam and the Santa 

Fe reservoir storage capacity is based on the 1982 survey, 2) operation of  

Santa Fe Dam not in tandem with Whittier Narrows Dam, and assuming that the  

50-year sediment allowance is filled, and 3) operation of Santa Fe Dam not in 

tandem with Whittier Narrows Dam, and assuming that the 100-year sediment 
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allowance is filled.  Plate 8-1 depicts the standard project storm hyetograph 

(graph of incremental precipitation vs time), the inflow and outflow 

hydrographs, and the WSE for each of the routings.  Table 8-2 shows the  

maximum inflow, resulting maximum outflow and maximum WSE for each of the 

routings. 

 

 In 1984, the regulation plan for Morris Dam was modified because of 

safety of dam requirements.  The maximum elevation for long-term storage was 

set at WSE 1130 feet (16,016 ac-ft), instead of WSE 1152 (spillway crest - 

22,758 ac-ft).  Hence, Morris Dam would have 6742 ac-ft of available storage at 

the beginning of the SPF, increasing the total available from 42,500 ac-ft to 

49,242 ac-ft.  If the Santa Fe Dam SPF were revised to reflect the additional 

storage at Morris Dam, the maximum WSE reached in the routings through Santa Fe 

Dam would be about 3 feet less than when Morris Dam is assumed full to spillway 

crest.  This conclusion is based on various routings made for the 1989 LACDA 

study (Report 17 of Table 1-1). 

 

 c.  Spillway Design Flood.  The original spillway design flood at Santa 

Fe Dam was based on a 24-hour rainfall of 20.5 inches, 60 percent greater that 

that for the fourth day of the original reservoir design storm.  Derivation of 

the flood was the same as that of the fourth day of the RDF, except for an 

assumed base flow of 40 ft3/s/mi2, and all three upstream dams were assumed to 

be full to spillway crest at the beginning of the storm, with the outlets at 

San Gabriel Dam inoperative.  Computation of the flood hydrograph resulted in  

a peak inflow of 238,000 ft3/s and a 24-hour volume of 184,000 ac-ft.  Routing 

the flood assuming the reservoir full to spillway crest elevation 496 ft, and 6 

of the outlets plugged at the beginning of the flood, resulted in a maximum 

water surface elevation 508.4 and a peak outflow of 224,800 ft3/s. 

 

 d.  Revised Spillway Design Flood - Probable Maximum Flood (PMF).  A 

revised spillway design flood was developed based on precipitation given in 
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the report titled, "Revised Report on Maximum Probable Precipitation, Los 

Angeles Area, California", dated 29 December 1945 and prepared by the 

Hydrometeorological Section of the United States Weather Bureau.  In general, 

the January 1943 storm was used as a pattern for geographical and intensity 

distribution of rainfall.  Precipitation values for that storm were multiplied 

by a computed ratio to obtain maximum values.  During the 3-day storm, 36.59 

inches of rain would fall, with 24.40 inches in the maximum 24 hours.  

Computation of the flood hydrograph resulted in a peak inflow of 194,000  

ft3/s, a 24-hour volume of 258,100 ac-ft, and a 72-hour volume of 447,100 ac-

ft. 

 

 In a subsequent 1978 study (Report No. 16 table 1-1), the adequacy of  

the Santa Fe Dam was reviewed under current criteria.  This led to the 

development of a revised PMF and reanalysis of the adequacy of Santa Fe Dam 

spillway.  The average depths of precipitation for 6, 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours 

during the general winter probable maximum storm, using revised PMF criteria, 

for the drainage area above Santa Fe Dam were determined to be 10.9, 18.4, 

29.0, 41.9, and 48.9 inches, respectively.  Distribution of rainfall over each 

subarea was determined by taking the ratio of a 10-year, 3-day rain for each 

subarea to the 10-year, 3-day rain for the entire drainage area.  A time 

interval of 1 hour was selected as the shortest time interval for which 

precipitation intensities would be required to define the flood hydrograph.  

The time distribution was based on figure 7-3D of the U.S. Weather Bureau's 

Hydrometeorological Report Number 36.  A constant loss rate of 0.15 inches per 

hour was considered applicable for the drainage area.  Average basins "n" 

values ranging from 0.030 to 0.050 and the Average Mountain S-Graph were used 

in developing the PMF hydrograph.  Base flows for the drainage area were based 

on studies made of the 1938 flood.  The resultant PMF peak inflow to Santa Fe 

Dam was 222,000 ft3/s, with a volume of 556,000 ac-ft.  Again, all upstream 

dams were assumed full to spillway crest at the beginning of the probable 

maximum storm. 
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 The original spillway design flood had a peak outflow discharge of 

224,800 ft3/s, with a maximum WSE of 508.4 feet, and a freeboard of 4.6 feet, 

with 6 of 16 outlet assumed plugged or inoperative.  Routing the revised PMF 

assuming the reservoir full to spillway crest and 6 of 16 gates plugged or 

inoperative, resulted in a maximum WSE of 509.2 feet, and a peak outflow of 

221,800 ft3/s.  Plate 8-2 depicts the hyetograph of the revised probable 

maximum precipitation over the drainage area above Santa Fe Dam, the inflow 

hydrograph, reservoir water surface elevation, and outflow hydrograph that 

would result when the revised PMF is routed through Santa Fe Reservoir. 

 

 e.  Other Floods.  The results of routing the largest floods of record 

since 1916 through Santa Fe Reservoir are described briefly in the following 

subparagraphs.  The inflow hydrographs were adjusted to the same upstream dam 

storage assumptions and regulation plans as assumed for the SPF.  The 

regulation schedule used for each routing is similar to the operation schedule 

in Exhibit A.  None of the adjusted historical floods occurring in the 

watershed prior to the dam construction, nor any actual floods since the dam 

was constructed, provided a severe test of the plan. 

 

   1.  1938 Flood Routing.  The flood of 28 February-3 March 

1938, the largest of record above Santa Fe Dam, was modified to reflect 

upstream development and control, and routed through the reservoir according to 

the flood regulation schedule.  Assuming the reservoir full to debris pool 

elevation 456 at the beginning of the routing, the peak inflow of 28,000 ft3/s 

was reduced to an outflow peak of 27,600 ft3/s and a maximum water surface 

elevation of 460.9.  Peak inflow during the actual 1938 flood was 65,700  

ft3/s.  This represents the outflow from Morris Dam (peak 61,800 ft3/s) 

augmented by side inflow.  Current regulation plans for Morris Dam would 

produce much less outflow from Morris Dam. 

 

   2.  January 1969 Flood Routing.  The January 1969 flood routing 
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and appurtenant data are shown on plate 8-3.  Assuming the reservoir full to 

debris pool elevation 456 at the beginning at the routing and using the flood 

regulation schedule, the peak inflow of 24,000 ft3/s was reduced to an outflow 

peak of 23,100ft3/s and a maximum WSE of 460.2 ft. 

 

   3.  February 1969 Flood Routing.  The February 1969 flood 

routing and appurtenant data are shown on plate 8-4.  Assuming the reservoir 

full to debris pool elevation 456 at the beginning of the routing, the peak 

inflow of 26,900 ft3/s was controlled to a peak outflow of 27,600 ft3/s and a 

maximum WSE of 461.0 feet. 

 

8-03 Recreation 

 

 The reservoir area behind Santa Fe Dam provides the open space for 

extensive recreational public development.  However, none of the recreational 

facilities in Santa Fe Reservoir depend upon runoff water impounded behind the 

dam.  Public law 78-534 (The Flood Control Act of 1944) provided the 

construction of recreational facilities within the reservoir. 

 

 The effects of the dam and its operation upon the recreational facilities 

within the reservoir area by necessity all negative; that is, some of these 

facilities are occasionally flooded by the impoundment of water behind the dam 

for flood control.  These recreational facilities, however, were constructed and 

area operated with this understanding. 

 

8-04 Water Quality 

 

 Santa Fe Dam retains flood waters in storage for relatively short periods 

of time (on the order of days).  Therefore, Santa Fe Dam operation has very 

little effect on water quality other than to drop out sediment load carried by 

the flood inflow. 
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8-05 Fish and Wildlife 

 

 Wildlife in the Santa Fe Flood Control Basin is most concentrated and 

diverse in the riparian and alluvial scrub habitats.  The coastal sage scrub 

provides wildlife habitat values intermediate between alluvial scrub and the 

more disturbed wash and ephemerally inundated ruderal communities which are 

relatively low in wildlife habitat values.  The lake provides habitat for 

stocked game fish.  Native fish are occasionally washed into the basin during 

storm flows and releases, but the basin provides no long-term natural habitat 

for the fish. 

 

8-06 Water Supply 

 

 Santa Fe Dam has no authorized storage allocation for water supply.  Santa 

Fe Dam is regulated for water conservation when the reservoir water surface 

elevation is at or below the debris pool level (WSE 456 feet).  With this 

regulation, release rates can be completely recharged to groundwater, thereby 

benefiting the San Gabriel Valley and other parts of the greater Los Angeles 

Basin.  Santa Fe Dam reduces the amount of water-borne sediment, and prolongs 

the duration of runoff to recharge facilities. 

 

8-07 Hydroelectric Power 

 

 There is no existing or contemplated hydroelectric power generation at 

Santa Fe Dam. 

 

8-08 Navigation 

 

 There is no navigation on the San Gabriel River or in Santa Fe Reservoir 

at any time. 
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8-09 Frequencies 

 

 a.  Peak Inflow and Outflow Probabilities.  Table 8-1 gives inflow and 

outflow frequency values at Santa Fe Dam, taken from the 1988 LACDA study 

(Report No. 17 in table 1-1).  The values reflect the gate regulation schedule 

shown in Exhibit A.  The values were determined from the calibrated rainfall-

runoff model used in the LACDA study and reflect the revised regulation plan  

for Morris Dam discussed in Section 8-02.b. 

 

 b.  Pool Elevation and Frequency.  Plate 8-5 shows the elevation frequency 

curves for Santa Fe Dam determined from the calibrated rainfall-runoff model 

used in the LACDA study.  The curve also reflect the gate regulation schedule in 

Exhibit A and the revised Morris Dam regulation plan.  The values of the curves 

a specific return periods are also listed in table 8-1. 

 

 c.  Key Control Points.  Plate 8-6 is a stage-discharge rating curve for 

the outflow gauging station just downstream of Santa Fe Dam. 

 

8-10 Other Studies 

 

 a.  Examples of Regulation.  Discharge frequency values presented in this 

manual were derived from ongoing (1989) investigations in the LACDA Study.  

Preliminary analyses in Part 1 of this study have been applied to evaluate  

Santa Fe Dam and have been considered in preparing the water control plan.   

The "Interim Report on Hydrology and Hydraulic Review of Design Features of 

Existing Dams for Los Angeles County Drainage Area Dams," dated June 1978, 

presents the derivation of the PMF and SPF used in this manual. 

 

 b.  Channel and Floodway Improvement.  The channel between Santa Fe Dam 

and Whittier Narrows Dam was improved by the Corps of Engineers in 1961. 
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Channel capacity, representing the flow of the standard project flood, ranges 

from 41,000 to 98,000 ft3/s.  A flood insurance study for the city of South El 

Monte, covering the San Gabriel River from Santa Fe to Whittier Narrows Dam,  

was completed by LAD for the Federal Emergency Management Agency in March  

1975.  In November 1975, the area around the San Gabriel River from Santa Fe  

to Whittier Narrows was designated as Zone C, meaning there was no flood  

hazard.  In 1989, the LACDA report (Report No. 17 in table 1-1) reported that 

the design channel capacity between the two dams was still valid.  This study 

indicates an approximately 500-year level of protection in the reach between 

these two dams.  The channel capacities are given in plate 3-2. 
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IX - WATER CONTROL MANAGEMENT 
 
 
9-01 Responsibilities and Organization 

 

 a.  Corps of Engineers.  Santa Fe Dam is owned, operated, and maintained 

by LAD which has complete regulatory responsibility for the dam and  

reservoir. 

 

 Water control decisions about reservoir regulation at Santa Fe Dam and 

other COE facilities in LAD are made by RRS.  Table 9-1 shows an  

organizational chart depicting the chain of command for reservoir regulation. 

 

 Gate operation instructions to the dam operator are issued by RRS (see 

Sections 5-6 and 5-7).  In the event that communications between RRS and Santa 

Fe Dam are interrupted, a set of Standing Instructions to Dam Operator, 

included in Exhibit A is to be used.  Dam operators are part of Operations 

Branch, Construction-Operations Division. 

 

 b.  Other Federal Agencies.  COE has complete responsibility for the 

regulation of Santa Fe Dam.  Although COE receives data and information  

from other Federal and local agencies and informs these agencies of major 

decisions affecting Santa Fe Dam, no other agency has any responsibility in  

the regulation of Santa Fe Dam.  The USGS operates stream gauges in the 

watershed. 

 

 c.  State and County Agencies.  LACDPW has maintenance responsibility for 

the San Gabriel River channel downstream of Santa Fe Dam to San Jose Creek and 

maintains and operates a number of projects in the drainage area, including the 

spreading grounds both upstream and downstream of Santa Fe Dam.  A portion  

of the reservoir lands has been developed for recreation purposes.  The 

recreation area is operated by LAD but is leased to Los Angeles County.  LAD 
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reserves the right to inundate this land. 

 

 d.  City Governments.  There is no involvement of city governments in the 

regulation of Santa Fe Dam. 

 

 e.  Private Organizations.  There is no involvement of private 

organizations in the regulation of Santa Fe Dam. 

 

9-02 Interagency Coordination 

 

 LAD coordinates with other Federal, State, County, and local 

organizations, as well as with the press (media), concerning water control at 

Santa Fe Reservoir. 

 

 a.  Local Press and Corps of Engineer Bulletins.  The Public Affairs 

Office of LAD is responsible for interfacing with the press regarding 

regulation at Santa Fe Dam and flows in the channel downstream of the dam.  

This is accomplished through interviews and the occasional issuance of press 

releases.  LAD does not issue flood watches or warnings or other  

status reports or forecasts to the general public.  These are the 

responsibility NWS. 

 

 b.  National Weather Service.  LAD utilizes NWS data and weather 

forecasts in the regulation of Santa Fe Dam, including the real-time telemetry 

data from gauges installed in nearby watersheds by the LADCPW in cooperating 

with NWS.  LAD share data with NWS and other agencies both on a real time basis 

and after the fact. 

 

 c.  U.S. Geological Survey.  LAD receives streamflow data from USGS, 

primarily on a historical basis in southern California.  LAD coordinates with 

USGS in many different ways, and shares its data with USGS. 
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 d.  Los Angeles County Department of Public Works.  LAD and LACDPW 

closely coordinate the operation of their reservoir projects and the 

maintenance and patrolling of their channels in LACDA. 

 

9-03 Interagency Agreements 

 

 No interagency agreements exist with the exception of the land leased to 

Los Angeles County for recreation purposes. 

 

9-04 Commissions, River Authorities, Compacts and Committees 

 

 Santa Fe Dam is not administered by any commission, compacts, or other 

formal multi-agency agreements. 

 

9-05 Reports 

 

 LAD prepares and files several types of reports.  Additionally, each 

month during the runoff season, November through April, a flood situation and 

runoff potential report is prepared and sent to the South Pacific Division of 

COE. 

 

 Seven specific forms are prepared in conjunction with the District's 

reservoir regulation at Santa Fe Dam.  A copy of each of these forms is 

included as figures 9-1 through 9-6.  These include:  Flood Control Basin 

Operation Report (prepared by each dam operator), Record of Calls (both radio 

and telephone), Rainfall Records (from manual readings of glass tube 

raingauges), Reservoir Operation Reports (daily report prepared by RRS) Record 

of Data from Digital Recorders (precipitation, water surface elevation, and 

downstream gauge height), and Reservoir Computations (prepared by RRS). 

 

 LAD also collects and files charts from recording instruments at 
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Santa Fe Dam (and other dams), including precipitation, reservoir surface 

elevation, and gate opening.  Daily precipitation totals and, as needed, other 

data (such as unusually high intensities) are manually extracted from the 

precipitation charts, and the charts are sent to the National Climatic Data 

Center of NOAA.  The other charts are maintained on file at LAD District Office 

in RRS. 
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Table 9-1 

 

Chain of Command for Reservoir Operations Decisions 

Corps of Engineers 

Los Angeles District 

 

District Engineer 

Office Phone Number  

(213) 452-3961 

 

Water Control Decisions     Gate Operations 

Chief, Engineering Division  Chief, Construction-Operations Division 

 (213) 452-3629     (213) 452-3349 

 

Chief, Hydrology and Hydraulics Branch Chief, Operations Branch 

  (213) 452-3525     (213) 452-3385 

 

Chief, Reservoir Regulation Section Chief, Operations & Maintenance Section 

  (213) 452-3527     (626) 401-4008 

 

Chief, Reservoir Regulation Unit  Dam Operator Foreman 

  (213) 452-3530     (626) 401-4006 
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STANDING INSTRUCTIONS TO THE DAM OPERATOR 

SANTA FE DAM 

 

A-I. BACKGROUND AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

A-1-01  General Information 

 

 This exhibit is prepared in accordance with instructions contained in EM 

111-2-3600, paragraph 9-2 (Standing Instructions to Project Operators for  

Water Control), and ER 1110-2-240, and pertains to duties and responsibilities 

of dam operators associated with the operation of Santa Fe Dam. 

 

 Operational instructions to dam operators are outlined with specific 

emphasis on flood emergencies when communication between the dam operator and 

RRS (Reservoir Regulation Section) has been disrupted.  This exhibit is 

designed to be used as an operational guide for the dam operator in  

implementing the Santa Fe Dam Gate Regulation Schedule (found at the end of 

this exhibit).  Associated plates are contained in the main body of the water 

control manual. 

 

 The dam operator is required to have available at the damsite this water 

control manual and exhibits, and the current version of other manuals that 

complement these standing instructions.  These manuals are: (a) "Instructions 

for Reservoir Operations Center Personnel" (the "Orange Book");  

(b) "Operation and Maintenance Manual for Santa Fe Dam"; and (c) "Santa Fe  

Dam Emergency Plan".  Deviation from standing instructions will require 

approval of the District Commander. 

 

 The purpose of Santa Fe Dam is to regulate flood flows down the San 

Gabriel River, minimizing flood damage downstream of the structure.  The 

protected area includes the floodplains of the San Gabriel River, Rio Hondo 
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and Los Angeles River.  The regulation of Santa Fe Dam is coordinated with that 

of Whittier Narrows Dam. 

 

 Table 9-01 is an organizational chart depicting the chain of command for 

reservoir regulation decisions. 

 

 Gate Operation instructions to the dam operator are issued by the 

Reservoir Regulation Section (RRS) in Engineering Division.  Dam operators are 

part of the Operations Branch, under the Construction-Operations Division. 

 

 Santa Fe Dam is located on the San Gabriel River, upstream of Whittier 

Narrows Dam, as seen on plate 1-1.  The dam is situated about 4 miles 

downstream of the mouth of San Gabriel Canyon, about 16 miles east-northeast of 

the Los Angeles Civic Center, and about 3 miles west-southwest of the town of 

Azusa.  Santa Fe Dam consists of an earthfill embankment with outlet works and 

a spillway.  A basin plan of Santa Fe Dam is shown on plate 2-3. 

 

 Santa Fe Dam is owned, operated, and maintained by the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers, Los Angeles District, which has complete regulatory responsibility. 

 

A-1-02  Role of the Project Operator 

 

 a.  Normal Conditions.  The Dam Operator will be instructed by RRS as 

necessary for water control actions under normal conditions) see Plate A-1 of 

this exhibit).  The dam operator will verify that all equipment at the project 

is in good operating condition; test-operate gates and electrical facilities in 

the control house and inspect all structures and equipment according to a pre-

established schedule; and refer to the Operation and Maintenance Manual for 

instructions on actual operation procedures for all equipment. 

 

 b.  Emergency Conditions.  The dam operator will be present at the dam 
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during periods of significant runoff, as instructed by the Operations Branch; 

operate the dam in accordance with instructions from RRS; and follow the Santa 

Fe Dam Gate Regulation Schedule provided in this exhibit during periods of 

communication disruption (Note: Six full hours should be allowed to  

reestablish communication). 
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A-II. DATA COLLECTINAND REPORTING 

 

A-2-01  Normal Conditions 

 

 During normal conditions, measurements are made daily at 0800 hours local 

time by the dam operator to determine reservoir staff reading (water surface 

elevation), float well or manometer gauge "tape" reading, incremental 

precipitation since last report, total accumulated precipitation for the 

season, the setting of each outlet gate, and the times of theses measurements.  

This information will be logged on the appropriate forms and reported by radio 

to RRS, WUK 4ROC, as requested. 

 

 The dam operator will also maintain records, including water surface 

elevations, downstream gauge heights, precipitation amounts, outlet gate 

settings, and log all radio an telephone communications on forms prescribed 

below. 

 

 a.  The Record of Calls Form (SPL-188).  This form is used each time a 

message is transmitted or received by radio or telephone.  The purpose of every 

call will be noted, whether for radio check, reservoir report, etc. 

 

 b.  Flood Control Basin Operation Report Form (SPL-19).  The dam operator 

should log all of the information on this form each time a water surface 

elevation measurement is taken or a gate change has been completed. 

 

 c.  Rainfall Record Form (SPL-31).  This form should be filled in each 

time a rainfall measurement is taken from a glass tube rainfall gauge. 

 

 d.  Record of Data from Digital Recorders (SPL-648).  This form is used 

to tabulate water surface, downstream gauge height, and precipitation data from 

digital recorders. 
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 All of these forms should be submitted monthly to the Water Control Data 

Unit CESPL-ED-HR (Baseyard) of RRS for archival storage.  A copy of each of 

these forms is included in the Santa Fe Dam Water Control Manual in figures 9-1 

through 9-6. 

 

A-2-02  Emergency Conditions 

 

 During flood events, the dam operator should follow instructions as 

issued by RRS on measurement type and frequency.  Due to the speed with which 

events may occur at Santa Fe Dam, measurements are fifteen minute intervals are 

sometimes necessary.  When reporting to RRS, the dam operator should clearly 

describe the silt and debris situation at the gates, and downstream gauges.  

When instruments are not working or are stuck in the silt, the operator should 

not report the erroneous reading, but should rather state instrument or  

staff problem.  Care should be taken to avoid issuing misleading reports due  

to siltation at the reservoir staff boards.  When debris or silt causes flows 

to be deceptively perched above the invert, or cause a loss of contact with  

the staff board, the dam operator should report a descriptive message  

identifying the limitations, and quantifying the estimated reservoir stage.   

If the radio system, including the dam operator's mobile unit, malfunctions,  

RRS will contact the operator via telephone.  It is especially important to 

maintain all records discussed above during emergency conditions. 

 

A-2-03  Regional Hydrometeorological Conditions 

 

 The dam operator will be informed by RRS of regional hydrometeorological 

conditions that may/will impact Santa Fe Dam. 
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A-III.  WATER CONTROL ACTION AND REPORTING 

 

A-3-01  Normal (Non-Flood) Conditions 

 

 Except during times of emergency when fast action is critical, RRS must 

approve all gate changes.  RRS will originate the request for a gate change, 

and will provide settings for each gate whenever a gate change is necessary.  

Generally, gates will be set according to the instructions given in this 

exhibit.  The dam operator should implement gate changes immediately following 

acknowledgement of instructions.  Delaying a gate change may have serious 

impacts on affected activities.  If other concurrent activities cause a delay 

in implementation of a gate change, the dam operator should notify RRS by 

calling radio call sign WUK 4ROC and request guidance. 

 

 Once a gate change is completed, the dam operator should radio back to 

RRS on WUK 4ROC to report the time and change was completed, the staff and tape 

readings, the downstream gauge height, and the current settings of all sixteen 

gates. 

 

 The sixteen vertical lift gates are hydraulically operated from the 

control house.  The dam operator should refer to the O&M Manual for 

instructions on actual operating procedures. 

 

A-3-02  Emergency Conditions 

 

 During flood events and other emergency conditions, water control actions 

and reporting are vital to the successful operation of the dam. 

 

 If structural damage or some other emergency occurs at the dam, the dam 

operator should notify RRS as soon as possible with a description of the 

conditions. 
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 During an emergency condition such as a hazardous chemical spill or 

potential drowning where immediate action is necessary, the dam operator  

should make the appropriate gate changes and report in to RRS as soon as 

possible. 

 

 During a flood event, RRS will initiate gate changes, as is done during 

normal (non-flood) conditions.  The dam operator will implement the gate  

change and report back the same information as during normal (non-flood) 

conditions. 

 

 RRS will keep the dam operator apprised of regulation objectives and 

critical regulation constrains whenever possible.  This will afford the dam 

operator a greater opportunity to recognize and identify potential problems in 

the field.  RRS may also provide additional water surface elevation criteria, 

instructing the dam operator to alert them via radio channel WUK 4ROC when the 

reservoir pool reaches the indicated level.  Such an action would normally be 

conducted during periods of intense storm runoff, and would require the 

operator to remain at the control house. 

 

A-3-03  Inquiries 

 

 All significant inquiries received by the dam operator from citizens, 

constituents, or interest groups regarding water control procedures or actions 

must be referred directly to RRS. 

 

A-3-04  Water Control Problems 

 

 RRS must be contacted immediately by the most rapid means available in 

the event that an operational malfunction, erosion, or other incident occurs 

that could impact project integrity in general or water control capability in 

particular. 
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 Emergency departures from the operation instructions issued by RRS may be 

required, because of equipment failures, accidents, or other emergencies 

requiring immediate action.  Under these situations, the dam operator should 

contact RRS via radio for instructions.  When communications are broken, or  

the situation demands immediate action, the dam tender may proceed 

independently.  RRS should be notified of such actions as soon as possible.  

All other emergency deviations from normal procedure should be approved in 

advance by RRS.  The District Engineer, Los Angeles District, U.S. Army Corps 

of Engineers, may make temporary modifications to the water control 

regulations.  Permanent changes are subject to approval by the Division 

Engineer, South Pacific Division, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 

 

 The dam operator should immediately alert RRS via radio channel WUK 4ROC 

whenever the requested gate change cannot be fully implemented due to 

mechanical or other physical problems.  For example, debris will occasionally 

prevent total gate closure.  RRS will evaluate the problem and provide further 

instructions to the dam operator. 

 

A-3-05  Communication Outage 

 

 Coordination of flood control operation is under the direction of RRS, 

Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District.  During flood periods, close contact 

will be maintained between operating personnel at Santa Fe Dam and RRS in Los 

Angeles.  If communication is broken between the dam operator and RRS, 

initially continue releases in accordance with the last instructions from RRS, 

and make every attempt to re-establish communications.  If this effort is 

unsuccessful for six full hours, the dam operator should use water surface 

elevations and precipitation data to make releases following the Santa Fe Dam 

Gate Regulation Schedule in this exhibit. 

 

 Emergency notifications are normally made by RRS.  However, if the dam 
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operator loses communication with RRS, and an emergency notification situation 

arises, such as an imminent dam failure or uncontrolled spillway flow (water 

surface elevation above 496 feet NGVD), the dam operator should make the 

necessary notifications.  The parties listed below are to be immediately 

notified upon declaration of an uncontrolled emergency. 

 

  Los Angeles County Sheriff, 

  Communication Watch Commander  213-263-9411 

 

  California Office of Emergency 

  Services, Sacramento   916-427-4990 

 

 Notifications should include:  (a) description of the type and extent of 

the existing or impending emergency; (b) advise for evacuation from the 

floodplain; (c) information on the time of the initial release of hazardous 

amounts of water; (d) the depth of water behind the dam; and (e) the dam 

operator's name and telephone number. 

 

 Upon completing the above notifications, attempt to re-establish 

communications with RRS.  Document all notifications made, and refer to the 

"Orange Book" (Instructions for Reservoir Operations Center Personnel) for  

more information on additional emergency notifications.  The dam operator 

should not leave the dam unless his or her safely is in jeopardy. 
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